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YÜKSEK MUKAVEMETLİ TEKSTİL TAKVİYELİ HİDROJEL 

KOMPOZİTLERİN TEK AŞAMALI HAZIRLANMASI VE ARAŞTIRILMASI 

 

 

Ümit KOÇ 

 

Bursa Uludağ Üniversitesi 

Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü 

Tekstil Mühendisliği Anabilim Dalı 

 

Danışman: Doç. Dr. Yakup AYKUT 

                   İkinci Danışman: Prof. Dr. Recep EREN (Bursa Uludağ Üniversitesi) 

 

Hidrojeller, ilaç salınımında, tarımsal alanda, biyomedikal alanda, gıda korumasında ve 

doku uygulamalarında etkin ve yaygın olarak kullanılan polimerik jellerdir. Hidrojellerin 

yumuşak ve esnek özellikte olması disiplinler arası yaklaşımın ilerlemesini önemli ölçüde 

sağlamaktadır. Fakat hidrojeller uygulanan mekanik kuvvetler altında düşük dirence 

sahiptir. Bu durum hidrojellerin kullanımı sırasında kırılmalara neden olmaktadır. Bu 

bağlamda, tekstil takviyeli hidrojel kompozitler hidrojellerin mekanik problemlerini 

çözmek için disiplinler arası bir yaklaşım sunmaktadır. 

 

Bu çalışmanın amacı mekanik özellikleri iyileştirilmiş dokuma kumaş takviyeli hidrojel 

kompozit yapıların incelenmesidir. Bu bağlamda, hidrojel iplik formunda olan polivinil 

alkol (PVA), uygulanan mekanik kuvvete karşı direncini artırmak için mukavemetli 

pamuk, keten, yün, viskon ipliklerle güçlendirildi. Bu nedenle, kumaş takviyeli hidrojel 

kompozitlerin üretimi için PVA/Pamuk, PVA/Keten, PVA/Yün, PVA/Viskon karışımlı 

dokuma kumaşlar hazırlandı. Hibrit dokuma kumaşlar, farklı oranlarda glutaraldehit ve 

boraks çözeltileri ile muamele edildi. Hibrit dokuma kumaşta bulunan PVA iplikleri 

çapraz bağlı jel yapılara dönüşürken, pamuk, keten, yün ve viskon iplikler, takviye 

elemanı olarak dokuma kumaşlarda kalmıştır. İplik ve kumaşla güçlendirilmiş hidrojel 

kompozitlerinin karakterizasyonları Fourier-transform kızılötesi spektroskopi (FT-IR), 

termogravimetrik analiz (TGA), X-ışını kırınımı (XRD), taramalı elektron mikroskobu 

(SEM) ile gerçekleştirildi. Hidrojel kompozitlerdeki çapraz bağlayıcı oranına ve su 

içeriklerine bağlı olarak numunelerin şişme dereceleri ve mekanik özellikleri incelendi. 

Tüm sonuçlar göz önüne alındığında, doğal lif takviyeli dokuma kumaşlar hidrojel 

kompozitlerin mekanik özelliklerini önemli ölçüde artırmıştır. Bu tezde sunulan 

yayımlanmış her makalenin bulguları, gelecekteki çalışmalar için birtakım önemli 

çıkarımlara sahiptir. 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Hidrojel kompozit, çapraz bağlanma, polivinil alkol, pamuk, keten, 

yün, boraks, glutaraldehit, hibrit iplik  
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Hydrogels are one of the most widely used polymeric gels and have been extensively used 

for drug delivery, agricultural and biomedical fields, food preservation, and tissue 

applications. Hydrophilic, soft, and flexible properties of hydrogels provide a significant 

opportunity to advance the understanding of interdisciplinary approach. However, 

hydrogels have low resistance under the applied mechanical forces. This situation results 

in hydrogels to break during usage. In this regard, textile reinforced hydrogel composite 

presents an interdisciplinary approach to solve mechanical problems of hydrogels. 

 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate development of woven fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composite structure with enhanced mechanical properties. In this respect, polyvinyl 

alcohol (PVA) in yarn form was reinforced with another durable cotton, flax, wool and 

viscose yarns to produce a hydrogel composite structure with improved resistance to the 

applied mechanical forces. For this purpose, PVA/Cotton (Co), PVA/Flax (F), PVA/Wool 

(W), PVA/Viscose (VI) blended woven fabrics were manufactured for the forming fabric 

reinforced hydrogel composites. The hybrid woven fabrics were treated with different 

concentrations of glutaraldehyde and borax solutions. PVA yarns in the hybrid woven 

fabric turned into crosslinked gel structures, whereas cotton, flax, wool and viscose yarns 

remained in the woven fabrics as a reinforcing element. The characterizations of yarn and 

fabric reinforced hydrogel composites have been carried out by Fourier-transform 

infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), X-ray diffraction 

(XRD), and scanning electron microscope (SEM). The swelling degree and mechanical 

properties of the samples were investigated with respect to the crosslinker ratio and water 

contents in the hydrogel composites. Considering all results, natural fiber woven fabric 

reinforcement significantly increased the mechanical properties of hydrogel composites. 

The findings of each article presented in this thesis have a number of significant 

implications for future researchs. 
 

Key words: Hydrogel composite, crosslinking, polyvinyl alcohol, cotton, flax, wool, 

borax, glutaraldehyde, hybrid yarn 

 

2020, xi + 102 pages. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Hydrogels, that have an important place in biomaterials in the last 50 years, are  being 

improved day by day in biomedical engineering applications like contact lenses, drug 

delivery systems and tissue engineering with high water content besides their  flexible 

and soft properties (Caló and Khutoryanskiy 2015, Chirani 2015). Despite these 

advantageous properties, hydrogels have low mechanical properties due to swelling of 

polymer structures in water (Zhao 2014). To enhance mechanical properties of hydrogels, 

hydrogel matrix is reinforced by short fibers ,woven fabrics and nonwoven sheet. This 

structure is also known as fiber/fabric reinforced hydrogel composite (Agrawal et al.2013, 

Lee et al.2016). In this regard, textile components such as fiber, yarn, two-dimensional 

(2D) and three-dimensional (3D) fabrics and nonwovens used as a reinforcing materials 

in hydrogel composite structures  not only provide excellent tensile properties but also 

exhibit high toughness (Agrawal et al.2013, Huang et al.2017). 

 

There is a growing interest in the use of fiber/fabric reinforced polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 

based hydrogel composites for biomedical applications or research studies (Agrawal et 

al.2013) since PVA  demonstrates quite good properties such as biocompatibility, high 

swelling, non-toxic properties. Due to its low mechanical strength without reinforcement, 

PVA-based hydrogels possess limited applications. PVA has been blended with chitin 

nanofibers, cellulose, silk, and cellulose whiskers to overcome this problem. Desirable 

properties of PVA-based hydrogels are obtained by using these additional components. 

Another important factor enhancing the mechanical performance of PVA based hydrogel 

is the crosslinking methods. PVA hydrogel formation can be obtained by chemical 

crosslinking or physical crosslinking method (Liu et al.2009). Chemical crosslinking 

methods include radical polymerization, enzyme treatment, high energy irradiation, and 

complementary groups’ chemical reaction such as borax, glutaraldehyde, and tannic acid 

(Hennink and van Nostrum 2012, Spoljaric et al.2014, Pandit et al.2019). Addition of the 

crosslinking agent also increases  the mechanical features of PVA/polymer blends 

(Hassan and Peppas 2000, Chiellini et al.2003). Physical crosslinking methods contain 

hydrogen bonds, ionic interactions, hydrophobic interactions, and crystallization 

(Hennink and van Nostrum 2012). 
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The specific aim of this thesis was to assess the extent to which parameters were 

enhancing the mechanical properties of textile reinforced hydrogel composite for use in 

hydrogel applications where mechanical strenght is of paramount importance. These 

parameters were; determination of optimum borax ratio (Koc et al.2020a), comparison of 

borax and glutaraldehyde crosslinking agents (Koc et al.2019a), type of convenient 

natural fibers (cotton, flax and wool) (Koc et al.2020b), and yarn construction (staple or 

continuous filament), mechanical investigation of hydrogel composite yarn (Koc et 

al.2019b). In this perspective, natural fibers (cotton/wool/flax) based fabrics and 

regenerated cellulose fiber (viscose open end/viscose continue filament/viscose ring) 

based fabrics used as the reinforcement materials, while gelation of PVA yarn in the fabric 

as the matrix material. 

 

Firstly, PVA/Co woven fabric was produced by using PVA yarns in the weft direction 

and Co yarns in the warp direction. Yarn reinforced hydrogel composites were prepared 

by crosslinking of PVA with aqueous borax solution in the fabric structure. Optimum 

borax/water concentration was investigated depending on the swelling percentage. On the 

other hand, the mechanical performance of yarn reinforced hydrogel composites (1 wt.% 

borax/water treated) has  been examined with respect to the water content in both warp 

and weft directions (Koc et al.2020a). 

 

Secondly, hybrid yarns consisting of PVA and Co yarns to manufacture fabric for 

reinforcing hydrogel composites were produced. While PVA yarn and PVA/Co hybrid 

yarns were used as the warp in the woven fabric, cotton yarn was inserted as the weft 

yarn. After production of woven fabrics, each woven fabric sample was treated with 

previously prepared borax/water solutions and glutaraldehyde (GA)/water solutions 

(contains hydrochloric acid as the catalyst) to obtain cotton fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composite. Effect of the aqueous borax and GA solutions on chemical structure, thermal 

stability and crystalline microstructures were examined via ATR-FTIR, TGA and X-ray 

diffraction analysis by conducting the tests on the dried samples. Mechanical properties 

were also investigated using the dried samples. Effect of the water content in the 

composite hydrogel structures on the mechanical properties was investigated from both 

borax and GA samples by changing the cross linker ratio (Koc et al.2019a).    
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In the third step, the suitability of cotton, flax, and wool natural fiber yarns was discussed 

considering their effect to improve the mechanical properties. This approach presented a 

conclusive result for the best natural reinforcement materials (cotton, wool, linen) to 

strengthen hydrogel composites (Koc et al 2020b). 

 

In the fourth step, the effect of yarn structure (continuous filament and staple viscose 

fiber) on the mechanical properties of  fabric reinforced hydrogel composite was 

investigated. The relation between breaking force of regenerated cellulose (viscose ring, 

viscose OE, viscose CF) woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composites and borax-water 

concentration was analyzed by using statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) both 

in warp and weft directions. 

 

Another research hydrogel composite yarn has been produced from PVA/Co hybrid yarn 

and then deepened into the previously prepared borax/water solution to obtain a proper 

hydrogel yarn structure. Visual, chemical, thermal and mechanical investigation of 

hydrogel yarns were examined in the study (Koc et al.2019b). 

 

In conclusion, the findings in this PhD thesis made several contributions to the current 

literature. Firstly, research in the previous literature has been focused on coating fabrics 

with liquid hydrogel precursors, while in the context of this thesis, PVA fibers were used 

in yarn forms, and these fibers were added to the fabric structure during weaving process. 

Then, PVA fibers inside the fabric structure were treated with borax/water or 

glutaraldehyde/water solutions. In this way, a homogeneous composite hydrogel structure 

was produced. Secondly, preparation of fabric reinforced structure is considered as a 

novel in the area to produce mechanically enhanced hydrogels (Koc et al.2019a, Koc et 

al.2020a, Koc et al.2020b). 

 

The author received financial support from Scientific Research Project Unit (BAP) of 

Bursa Uludag University with the project number OUAP (MH)-2018/11 for the research 

work. 
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Outline of the thesis 

1. Section 1 presents the motivation and aim of the thesis. 

2. Section 2 describes the main concepts of hydrogels in the literature. 

3. Section 3 provides the experimental work the thesis. 

4. Section 4 explains the obtained results and discusses the results. 

5. Section 5 is the concluding thesis. 
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2. THEORETICAL BASICS AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1. Hydrogel 

 

At the end of 19th century, the term “hydrogel”  was first mentioned by Bemmelen (1894) 

in the scientific study to explain the colloidal gel of salts, which is one of the inorganic 

compounds (Buwalda et al.2014, Thakur et al.2018). In the mid-20th century, PHEMA 

hydrogels were formed by chemical crosslinking with the EGDMA molecule of the 

HEMA monomer synthesized by Wichter and Lim (1969) (Basan et al. 2001, Hoffman 

2012, Buwalda et al.2014,  Maitra and Shukla 2014, Thakur et al.2018). In this regard,  

PHEMA hydrogels were the first synthetic hydrogels used for contact lenses due to their 

biocompatible properties (Idris 2013, Buwalda et al.2014, Thakur et al.2018, Ferreira et 

al. 2018). Figure 2.1 described this historical outlook of hydrogel research. 

 
Figure 2.1.Timeline of the development of hydrogel (Buwalda et al.2014 ) 
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Nowadays, researchers describe hydrogels as three-dimensional (3D) hydrophilic 

polymer structures obtained by physical or chemical crosslinking process (Kabir et 

al.2018, Lin et al.2019, Zhang et al.2020). This three dimensional polymer can hold 

enormous amount of water in their 3D network structure that cannot be dissolved in water 

(Ahmed 2015, Zhang et al.2020). Therefore hydrogels demonstrate the ability to swell in 

water (Zhang et al. 2020, Koc et al. 2020a). 

 

“Smart” or “Intelligent” types, also known as stimuli-responsive hydrogels, respond to 

changes in surroundings conditions, namely temperature, pH value, electricity, 

magnetism and light  (Khan et al.2016, Eslahi et al.2016).  

The physical stimuli include electricity, temperature, magnetism and light whereas 

chemical stimuli contain pH, ions etc. (Eslahi et al. 2016, Shi et al.2019, Gholamali 2019) 

(Table 2.1). 

 

Table 2.1. Behavior of different types of smart hydrogels to external stimuli  
(Eslahi et al.2016) 
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The use of hydrogels is becoming widespread because of its advantageous features like 

swelling, softness, and biocompatibility (see 2.2 for details) (Caló and Khutoryanskiy 

2015, Ahmed 2015, Thakur et al.2018). In this context, hydrogels are used as 

superabsorbent polymers in disposable diapers and hygienic materials (Peng et al.2016), 

wound dressings (Koehler et al. 2018), tissue engineering (Sheffield et al. 2018), contact 

lenses (Musgrave and Fang 2019), drug delivery systems (Aswathy et al.2020) and 

agricultural water retention materials (Liu et al. 2020). Figure 2.2 presents application of 

hydrogels in various areas. 

 

 
Figure 2.2. Applications of hydrogels in different fields (Varaprasad et al.2017) 
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2.2. Properties of Hydrogel Materials 

 

2.2.1. Swelling  

 

Swelling, which is one of the essential properties of hydrogels, happens in three stages as 

listed below and showed in Figure 2.3 ( Buenger et al.2012, Vasile et al.2020): 

I) Water molecules diffuse into hydrogel structure 

II) The hydration process provides relaxation of polymeric chains  

III) Dilation of crosslinking polymer structure. 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Schematic illustration of swelling or deswelling mechanism of hydrogels 

(Mohamed 2018) 

 

Polymer concentration and density of crosslinking affect swelling rate. In this context, 

increasing of crosslinking density results in reducing of swelling ratio because it enhances 

the hydrogel structures becoming more frequent (Brahima 2016, Aswathy et al.2020). 

This situation prevents the mobility of polymer chains and therefore swelling ratio 

decreases (Amsden 1998, Brahima 2016). On the other hand, the characterization of 

hydrogels is determined by measuring the swelling ratio of hydrogels (Richbourg and 

Peppas 2020). 
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Swelling ratio is calculated using the following formula 2.2 (Yang et al.2012) 

 

Swelling ratio % = ((wet weight –dry weight (mg))/ dry weight (mg)) x100       (2.2) 

     

2.2.2. Mechanical properties 

 

The low mechanical characteristics of hydrogels restrict their use in biomedical 

applications and other fields.  

 

Most significant variables of hydrogels, such as swelling ratio, conditions for 

polymerization and density of cross-linking have a significant effect on mechanical 

properties of hydrogels. In general, extension and compression tests are conducted for the 

examination of the mechanical behavior of hydrogels. The compression test is better than 

the extension test because it does not depend on the material shape like strips or rings 

(Thakur et al.2018). Different approaches have been used to increase the mechanical 

properties of hydrogels, such as  incorporation of polymers, addition of the various cross-

linkers and using dissimilar cross-linking ratios (Peng et al.2016, Thakur et al.2018), the 

addition of fibers and fabrics as a reinforcement to make a composite hydrogel structure 

(Koc et al. 2019a), using plasticizers like xylitol, sorbitol, and glycerin (Hassan et al. 

2018). 

 

2.3. Classification of hydrogel materials 

 

As specified in Figure 2.4, hydrogels can be classified in several ways. Hydrogels may 

be divided into two groups according to their origins, natural origin like chitosan, alginate, 

collagen or synthetic origin like poly(vinyl alcohol)(PVA). According to polymer 

composition, hydrogels are classified as; homopolymer hydrogels (refer to polymer 

networks obtained from a single type of monomer), copolymer hydrogels (are derived 

from two different monomer one of which is hydrophilic),  hybrid hydrogels (are 

produced by mixing natural and synthetic polymers each other), composite hydrogels and 

interpenetrating polymeric hydrogels (are produced two natural and/or synthetic polymer 

which are independent crosslinked form) (Kishida and Ikada 2001, Mazzarotta 2017, 
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Thakur et al.2018). Depending on the sensitivity to stimuli; they are classified into three 

groups: physical stimulus, chemical stimulus, and biochemical stimulus. Based on the 

charge of polymer networks, hydrogels are grouped as non-ionic (neutral), ionic (cationic 

or anionic), zwitterion (move negative and positive charges similar the polymer chain) 

and amphoteric (including acidic and basic groups) hydrogels (Kishida and Ikada 2001, 

Ahmed 2015, Garg et al. 2016, Products et al.2017, Thakur et al. 2018). Another 

classification is done according to their crosslinking networks (Physical crosslinking and 

chemical crosslinking). 

 

In physically cross-linked gels, polymer chains have physical interactivity without using 

any crosslinking agents such as borax, glutaraldehyde, etc. while in chemically 

crosslinked gels, covalent bonds occur between polymer chains (Ahmed 2015, Akhtar et 

al. 2016). 
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Figure 2.4. Classification of hydrogels according to different parameters (Vasile et 
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2.4. Methods to Synthesize Hydrogels  

 

Hydrogels can be prepared by various routes via chemical crosslinking or physical 

crosslinking methods (Hennink and van Nostrum 2012, Akhtar et al. 2016). 

 

2.4.1. Physically cross-linked hydrogels (reversible) 

 

To obtain physically crosslinked gels or self-assembled hydrogels, different methods 

have been used (Hennink and van Nostrum 2012, Akhtar et al. 2016). The methods are 

given as follows: 

 

Crosslinking by hydrogen bonds 

 

Complex formation occurs between Poly (acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly (methacryilic 

acid) (PMA) with poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG). These complexes bond by hydrogen 

bonds between the oxygen of the PEG and the carboxylic group of PMA. Hydrogen 

bonding happens between poly (methacryilic acid) and (PMA) poly (ethylene glycol) 

(PEG). Similarly, hydrogen bonding occurs in polymethacryilic acid and g- ethylene 

glycol. Protonation of carboxylic acid groups’ result in the formation of hydrogen bonds. 

This indicates that pH is significantly important parameter for swelling of these gels 

(Hennink and van Nostrum 2012, Yokoyama and Yusa 2013, Akhtar et al. 2016). 

 

Ionic interactions 

 

Ionic interactions are derived from electrostatic interactions between two groups, which 

are cations and anions. When two opposite charges such as polyelectrolyte solution and 

multivalent ions are mixed, ionic crosslinking hydrogel structure is obtained. These 

opposite charges of ions result in electrostatic interaction. Therefore electrostatic 

interaction of molecules increases crosslinked polymeric composition. Multivalent ions 

are separated by specific chelators in the polymeric structure (Hospodiuk et al. 2017). 
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Hydrophobic interactions  

 

To obtain physically (non-covalent) crosslinked hydrogels, another method is 

hydrophobic interaction occurring hydrogels. Hydrophilic or water soluble precursors 

include hydrophobic units or side chains, during the hydrophobic interaction in gel 

formation (Guo et al.2020).Temperature makes a significant contribution to hydrophobic 

interaction and changes the hydrogel structure’s rheological properties via altering 

temperature (Hospodiuk et al.2017). 

 

Crystallization  

 

Crosslinking by crystallization can be achieved using crystallization in homopolymer 

systems and crosslinking by stereo complex formation( Hennink and van Nostrum 2012,    

Varaprasad et al.2017). PVA based hydrogels are an example of crystallization in 

homopolymer systems. This method includes repetitive cycles of freeze-thawing process. 

In this process, the microcrystal formation structure is obtained via freezing and thawing 

(Varaprasad et al.2017). 

 

PLLA (the homopolymers of L-lactic acid) and PDLA (the homopolymers of D-lactic 

acid) are semi- crystalline substances (Hortós et al. 2019) . Blending of PLLA and PDLA 

is observed to melt 230o C. This association of PLLA and PDLA is attributed to the 

stereocomplex formation (Hennink and van Nostrum 2012, Akhtar et al. 2016). 

 

2.4.2. Chemical cross-linking methods  

 

Chemical crosslinking by radical polymerization 

 

The conventional free radical polymerization reaction includes 3 stages; 

 Initiation 

 Propagation 

 Deactivation via chain transfer or via termination (Mantha et al. 2019). 
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For manufacturing tubular hydrogel systems, PVA/PHEMA hydrogel tube system was 

obtained via radical polymerization of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA). Potassium 

persulfate (KPS) in the presence of (N, N’- methylene bis (acrylamide) (BIS)) was used 

as  initiator (Ma et al.2018). On the other hand, chemically cross-linked hydrogels could 

be fabricated via radical polymerization of dextran, albumin, poly (vinyl alcohol) (water-

soluble polymers). Radical polymerization of this water soluble polymers were obtained 

by the derivation of polymerizable compounds (Hennink and van Nostrum 2012). 

 

Crosslinking using enzyme 

 

The transglutaminases (TGase) which are calcium (Ca2+) dependent enzymes catalyze 

crosslink reactions (formation of covalent bond) between the lysine and glutamine in 

proteins (Figure 2.5) (Hennink and van Nostrum 2012, Martins et al. 2014, Duarte et 

al.2020). Generally, TGase has been used to prepare hydrogels via enzymatic crosslinking 

mechanism due to excellent crosslinking capability (Nezhad-Mokhtari et al. 2019). 

 
Figure 2.5. Crosslinking mechanism of Transglutaminase enzyme (Source: Nezhad-

Mokhtari et al.2019) 

 

Chemical crosslinking via high energy irradiation 

 

Unsaturated compound which contains carbon-carbon double bonds or triple bonds were 

polymerized by using gamma and electron beam irradiation. In this context, Polyvinyl 

alcohol (PVA) and poly(acrylic acid) polymers were crosslinked using high energy 

irradiation (Hennink and van Nostrum 2012). 
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Crosslinking via complementary groups’ chemical reaction 

 

The hydrophilic polymers are crosslinked by chemical reaction of complementary groups 

(Hennink & van Nostrum, 2012b).  

 

This crosslinking mechanism are divided into three categories: 

 

 Crosslinking with aldehydes 

 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), which includes hydroxyl groups, is soluble in water (Kadajji 

and Betageri, 2011). Glutaraldehyde (GA)  as a crosslinking agent can be used in 

chemical crosslinking of PVA (Koc et al. 2019a,  Mallakpour and Rashidimoghadam 

2020). 

 

 Crosslinking using addition reactions  

 

Hydrophilic polymers can be transformed into hydrogels via the reaction between 1,6- 

hexamethylene diisocyanate and polysaccharides such as chitosan by addition reactions 

(Hennink and van Nostrum 2012, Gallego et al. 2013). 

 

 Crosslinking using condensation reactions 

 

Polymers such as polyesters and polyamides are synthesized by condensation reaction 

between carboxylic acid and amines. In this way, hydrogels are produced via a 

condensation reaction (Hennink and van Nostrum 2012). 

 

2.4.3. Comparison of physical and chemical hydrogel formation methods 

 

Table 2.2 indicates differences between physical and chemical hydrogels according to the 

hydrogel formation, bonds, preparation, degradation and mechanical properties. 
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Table 2.2.Comparison of physical and chemical hydrogels (Hennink and van Nostrum 

2012, Parhi 2017, Mondal et al.2020 ) 
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2.5. PVA  

 

2.5.1. Synthesis of PVA  

 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a semi crystalline, hydrophilic, nontoxic and biocompatible 

synthetic polymer (Ma and Xiong 2008, He et al. 2014, Zhang et al.2018). PVA contains 

a pendant hydroxyl group in its chemical structure and it is manufactured in two stages 

(Kumar and Han 2017) because vinyl alcohol is more unstable than its tautomer, 

acetaldehyde (Hassan and  Peppas 2000, Satoh 2014). So, firstly PVA is produced by the 

polymerization of vinyl acetate to PVAc (polyvinyl acetate) and secondly hydrolysis of 

PVAc to PVA (Figure 2.6) (Hassan and Peppas 2000, Çavuşoğlu 2016, Kumar & Han, 

2017). 

 

Figure 2.6. Conventional PVA manufacturing process (Çavuşoğlu 2016)    

                                                                                        

Commercial PVA grades are categorized according to the degree of hydrolysis. One of 

the degree of hydrolysis of PVA grades is between 87% and 89% (partially hydrolyzed), 

other is from 98 to 99% (fully hydrolyzed). As shown in Figure 2.7, the degree of 

hydrolysis(DH) changes different parameters of PVA (Hassan and Peppas 2000, 

Çavuşoğlu 2016, Toxqui-López et al.2018, Nawaz and Hümmelgen 2019). 
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INCREASING DEGREE OF HYDROLYSIS 

DECREASES INCREASES 

Solubility Tensile strength 

Flexibility Water resistance 

Water sensitivity Solvent resistance 

Adhesion to hydrophobic surfaces Adhesion to hydrophobic surfaces 

 
Figure 2.7. Different properties of PVA based on degree of hydrolysis (Nawaz and 

Hümmelgen 2019) 

 

2.5.2. Crosslinking of PVA  

 

As was pointed out in the Methods to Synthesis Hydrogels (See 2.4), PVA can be 

crosslinked with crosslinking agent such as glutaraldehyde, borax by chemical 

crosslinking methods (Miyazaki et al.2010, Gadhave et al .2019). As shown in Figure 2.8, 

chemical reaction between PVA and glutaraldehyde (GA) occurs via the formation of 

acetal bridge (Dai and Barbari 1999, Rudra et al.2015, Çavuşoğlu 2016). According to 

Mansur et al. (2008), reducing of PVA/GA ratio enhanced significantly acetal bridge 

formation. 

 

 
Figure 2.8. Chemical reaction between PVA with glutaraldehyde (Mansur et al.2008) 
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Cyclic compound occurs as a result of reaction between PVA and sodium tetraborate 

(Figure 2.9) (Çavuşoğlu 2016). 

 

 
Figure 2.9. Crosslinking mechanism of PVA with sodium tetraborate (Çavuşoğlu 2016) 

 

Another mechanism of hydrogel production includes physical crosslinking because of 

crystalline structure. Crosslinking agent is not essential for this method. Also PVA based 

hydrogels obtained by physical crosslinked techniques showed better mechanical 

performance than their counterparts due to the distrubition of mechanical strenght 

throughout the crystallites of the 3D (three-dimensional ) structure (Hassan and Peppas 

2000). 

 

To produce hydrogel by physical method, aqeous PVA solution was exposed to freezing-

thawing cycles since  freezing-thawing method enhanced hydrogel crystallinity. Several 

factors such as  number of freezing/thawing cycles, concentration of polymer affect PVA 

hydrogel properties. These parameters improve crystallinity structure in the polymer 

matrix  (Hassan and Peppas 2000,  Ricciardi et al. 2004, Butylina et al.2016, Lee et 

al.2017). 

 

2.6. Hydrogels with self-healing ability 

 

One of the outstanding features of the biomaterials, such as bone and skin, is self-healing 

(Samadi et al.2018).  
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Self-healing hydrogels can be defined as follows: They have property to autonomously 

heal themselves after a damage and restore its structure. As shown in Figure 2.6, self-

healing hydrogels can be categorized according to the chemical covalent or physical 

noncovalent reactions (Talebian et al.2019).  

 
Figure 2.10. Self-healing mechanism of hydrogel based on physical and chemical 

methods (Talebian et al.2019) 

 

Self-healable hydrogels produced by noncovalent reactions contain hydrophobic 

interactions, hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds, host-guest interactions whereas self-healable 

hydrogels formed by covalent reactions or crosslinks include Diels-Alder reaction, 

Acylhydrazone bonds, Imine bonds and disulfide bonds (Li et al.2017, Liu and Hsu 2018, 

Talebian et al.2019). Hydrogel blend produced from PVA, nanofibrillated cellulose 

(NFC) and borax led to self-healable behavior with enhanced mechanical performance. 
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Hydrogen bonding between PVA and NFC resulted in this situation (Spoljaric et al 2014, 

Taylor and in het Panhuis 2016, Talebian et al.2019). 

 

2.7. Introduction to Composite materials  

 

According to a definition provided by Saçak (2014), composite materials that include at 

least two or more different components, combines the optimal properties of various 

substances to obtain a new material. As shown in Figure 2.11, these components consist 

of reinforcement with fibers or particles (discontinuous phase), matrix (continuous phase) 

and interface. Reinforcement and matrix are essential components in the composite 

materials (Baghaei 2015). While the reinforcing fiber is responsible for the mechanical 

strength of the composite, the matrix component of the composite holds the reinforcing 

materials together (Saçak 2014). At the same time, the matrix protects the reinforcement 

from environmental conditions like moisture, heat and so on (Baghaei 2015). The most 

common definition of the “interface” in a composite structure is the area or line between 

reinforcement and matrix (Kim and Mai 1998, Ma et al.2010). 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Structure of composite material (Lee and Suh 2006) 

 

Composite materials are classified into two primary categories; based on reinforcing 

materials and matrix materials (Masoud et al.2020) (See in Figure 2.12). According to the 

matrix materials, composite structures can be categorized into three classification. These 

are polymer matrix composite materials (PMC), metal matrix composite materials 

(MMC) and ceramic matrix composite materials (Sezgin 2018).  
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The other group is based on reinforcing materials. Composite materials in this group are 

classified as fiber reinforced composite, particle reinforced composite and structurally 

reinforced composites (Priyanka et al.2017, Rajak et al.2019). 

 
Figure 2.12. Classification of composite materials (Rajak et al.2019) 

 

Composite materials have excellent properties such as corrosion resistance, light-weight, 

better strength, ability to be designed according to specifications (Koniuszewska 2016, 

Sezgin 2018, Rajak et al.2019). Due to these superior properties, composite materials are 

used in aerospace and military, automotive, medical, marine industry, etc. (Al-Oqla and 

Sapuan 2014, Saçak 2014, Koniuszewska 2016, Sezgin 2018, Rajak et al.2019).   

 

Fiber and fabric reinforced composites  

 

Fibers are unique substances due to their strength, better stiffness, and anisotropy 

properties (Steinmann and Saelhoff 2016). In this regard, different fibers such as synthetic 

or natural, continuous or discontinuous, short or long, are used to reinforce composite 

materials.  
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The mechanical strength of the fiber used as reinforcement should be considerably higher 

than the matrix. Primary component that resists against external loads is the fiber, while 

the polymer matrix forms the environment that holds the fibers together in the desired 

geometry in fiber-reinforced composites. In preparing fiber-reinforced polymeric 

composite, some essential points such as mechanical properties of fiber, amount of fiber, 

fiber orientation and fiber thickness should be taken into consideration (Saçak 2014). 

 

Weaving is a method of fabric production in which fabrics are woven by interlacing of 

weft and warp yarns at right angles to each other by using weaving machine (Eren 2009). 

The main benefits of woven composites are their dimensional stability, integrity and 

packing density of yarn (Alavudeen et al.2015, Sezgin 2018). Because of these 

advantages, woven fabric is the most used reinforcement material compared to fiber, yarn 

or 2-Dimensional preforms such as knitted fabric and nonwoven (Misnon et al.2014, 

Sezgin 2018).  There are different forms of woven fabric structures like plain weave, twill 

weave, satin/sateen weave based on their patterns (Figure 2.13) (Sezgin 2018).     

 

           
Figure 2.13. Different types of weave structures (Campbell 2010)  

 

Composite materials have been produced by two main methods, open mold and close 

mold composite manufacturing methods. There are three types open mold composite 

manufacturing techniques, namely called as hand layup, filament winding, spray up, 

whereas vacuum bag molding, vacuum infusion processing, resin transfer molding, 

compression molding, pultrusion are widely used types of closed mold (Liquid Composite 

Molding–LCM) methods (Saçak 2014, Zin et al.2016, Gül and Kuruca 2017). 
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Vacuum bagging 

 

In vacuum bagging method, laminate or parts are exposed to mechanical pressure during 

the curing process. Firstly, oil layers such as wax, plastic, etc. are applied to the mold 

surface because oil layer enables composites to be removed from the mold. Then, release 

film is placed on the mold. The breather and bleeder layer absorbs excess resin from the 

laminate. Later, the mold is covered with a heat-resistant vacuum bagging film. The air 

between the vacuum bag and the mold is removed by vacuuming. Thus, the material 

inside the mold is compressed with 1 atm pressure from the outside while the resin is 

being hardened (Figure 2.14) (Aboubakr 2013, Saçak 2014, Zin et al.2016, Gül and 

Kuruca 2017).  

 

 
Figure 2.14. Vacuum bagging process set up (Zin et al.2016) 

 

The vacuum bagging method provides better mechanical properties in the material due to 

its high reinforcement ratio compared to the hand lay-up method (Saçak 2014, Gül and 

Kuruca 2017).One major drawback of vacuum bagging method is that vacuum bagging 

film, release peel ply, release film, sealant tape are not being reused (Abdurohman et 

al.2018). 
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Filament winding  

 

Filament winding technique has four stages: These are; a) fibre feeding mechanism, b) 

passing through the resin bath, c) wounding on rotating mandrel, d) curing process (Figure 

2.15) (Zin et al.2016, Quanjin et al.2018). 

 

Filament winding has many advantages. Some of which are; 

 Controllability of resin usage. 

 Least fiber cost. 

 Excellent structural laminates properties (Zin et al.2016). 

Filament winding also has some disadvantages such as; 

 Overcosting of mandrel for big components. 

 Changing fiber path is difficult (Miracle and Donaldson 2002, Zin et al.2016). 

 

 
Figure 2.15. Filament winding method (Quanjin et al.2019) 

 

Properties of fiber reinforced composite materials depend on different parameters such as 

fiber types, structure of textile fibers and properties of the fiber/matrix interface 

(Illeperuma et al.2014, Martin and Youssef 2018). For example; different fibers such as 

cotton, E-glass, UHMPWE and PVA have been combined with hydrogels. The hydrogel 

matrix reinforced by fibers or nanofibers result in robust composite hydrogels (Agrawal 

et al.2013). 

https://www.google.com.tr/search?hl=tr&tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Daniel+B.+Miracle%22&source=gbs_metadata_r&cad=2
https://www.google.com.tr/search?hl=tr&tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Steven+L.+Donaldson%22&source=gbs_metadata_r&cad=2
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2.7.1. Fiber reinforced composite hydrogels 

 

Hydrogels are brittle materials due to the swelling of polymer structures in water and this 

situation affects the mechanical performance of composite hydrogel. There are different 

hydrogels with increased mechanical behaviors to overcome this problem, such as double 

network (DN) hydrogels, hybrid crosslinking hydrogels, hydrogels with crystalline 

domains, and fiber-reinforced hydrogels (Lin et al.2014). Studies about fiber-reinforced 

composite hydrogels are given below. 

 

In one of the studies, Illepurıma et al. (2014) have investigated the mechanical 

performance of composites that include a tough alginate-polyacrylamide hydrogel matrix 

reinforced by stainless steel wool. It was noticed that mechanical behaviors such as 

stiffness and strength were enhanced by the addition of steel wool fibers to alginate-

polyacrylamide (PAAm), in comparison with brittle alginate hydrogel composite (Figure 

2.16). 

 

Figure 2.16. Brittle and weak alginate hydrogel composite failure mechanism. (a) Force-

displacement curve of an alginate hydrogel composite. (b) Schematic of the molecular 

structure of alginate hydrogel. (c) Photos at two stages during the tensile test. At small 

deformations (point X), the fibers are bonded to the matrix. After reaching a maximum 

force, the composite starts to fail by fibers cutting through the matrix (point Y) (Illepurıma 

et al. 2014) 
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In another study, Lin et al. (2014) reinforced polyacrylamide (PAAm)-alginate hydrogel 

matrix with a stretch fiber mesh produced from thermoplastic polymers. The results 

indicated that fiber fracture resulted in mechanical energy dissipation, whereas the 

stretchable hydrogel matrix continued to hold the integrity of composites (Figure 2.17). 

 

 
Figure 2.17. Schematic representation of the manufacturing process and the multiscale 

structure of the fiber-reinforced tough hydrogel: (a) the polyacrylamide-alginate hydrogel 

with hybrid crosslinking at the nanoscale. (b) the Flex EcoPLA thermoplastic-elastomer 

fiber mesh reinforcement hydrogel at the macroscale. (c) the polyacrylamide-alginate 

tough hydrogel reinforced with the fiber mesh photos (Lin et al.2014) 

 

Martin and Youssef (2018) fabricated alginate/polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogels by 

reinforcing E-glass fiber. Divalent (Ca, Sr and Ba) cations or trivalent (Al and Fe) cations 

were used to crosslink E-glass fiber reinforced alginate/PAAm hydrogels. The dynamic 

mechanical properties such as storage modulus, loss moduli of the structures were 

measured. The results indicated that %3 wt. E-glass fiber reinforcement exhibited higher 

storage modulus than %2 wt. glass fibers. Moreover, the addition of E-glass fiber 

reinforcement enhanced storage and loss moduli of hydrogel compared to neat hydrogels.  

The alginate/PAAm hydrogels which contain Fe and Ba cations had higher loss moduli 

than other divalent or trivalent crosslinked hydrogels because the hydrogels dissipated 

energy effectively during the crosslinking with heavy elements (Figure 2.18). 
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Figure 2.18. Comparison between dehydrated and swelled of hydrogels samples showing 

effect of multivalent and fiber-glass reinforcement on dried geometry (Martin and 

Youssef 2018) 

 

No et al. (2020) fabricated artificial tendons made of fiber-reinforced hydrogel (FRH). 

Ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) fibers were absorbed with either 

polyvinyl alcohol/gelatin hydrogel or polyvinyl alcohol/gelatin strontium-hardystonite 

composite hydrogel. UHMPW fibers imitated the collagen fiber bundles, whereas 

polyvinyl alcohol/gelatin (PG) hydrogel or polyvinyl alcohol/gelatin strontium-

hardystonite (PGS) hydrogel imitated the extracellular matrix of the native tendon. When 

FRH-PG and FRH-PGS were compared with the human Achilles tendon's tensile 

strength, it was seen that FRH-PG and FRH-PGS had 77- 81 MPa tensile strength value 

(Figure 2.19). Overall, these results indicated that FRH-PG and FRH-PGS could be used 

as artificial tendon material. 

 

 
Figure 2.19. Representative Stress−strain curve for FRH-PG (dotted red) and FRH-PGS 

(dashed green) (No et al.2020) 
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2.7.2. Fabric reinforced composite hydrogels 

  

Hydrogels possess low mechanical properties (Hubbard et al.2019). For this reason, 

textile structures such as nonwovens, fabrics etc. are used to improve mechanical 

properties of hydrogels. Also, such novel composite hydrogels, which are reinforced with 

fabric or nonwoven, have been extensively used for load-bearing biomedical applications 

(Holloway et al.2010, Zhang et al.2020). There have been some studies involving fabric, 

fiber mats reinforced materials that have given below. 

 

Huang et al. (2017) combined polyampholyte (PA) gels with E-glass woven fabrics. They 

preferred PA hydrogel as matrix material. The glass fabric was selected because it could 

compose with PA hydrogels. Their results showed that fiber-reinforced composite 

fracture resistance was associated with the energy dissipation of the matrix during the 

fiber pull out process. 

 

Holloway et al. (2010) prepared ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) 

and polypropylene (PP) fiber mats reinforced with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogels. 

According to Halloway et al. (2010) mechanical results of composite showed that 

UHMWPE reinforced PVA hydrogels could mimic modulus of anisotropic characteristics 

in the native meniscus. 

 

Zhang et al. (2020) obtained stiff and tough PVA composite hydrogels with reinforced 

fabric. During the external forces on composite structures, fracture of fibers resulted in 

the dissipation of mechanical energy whereas mechanical dissipation energy caused 

increasing hydrogel toughness. Swelling properties of PVA composite hydrogels 

decreased the stiffness due to interfiber friction (Figure 2.20)  
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Figure 2.20. The preparation of physically cross-linked PVA–SA hydrogels with cotton 

fabric reinforced (Zhang et al.2020) 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

 

3.1. Materials  

 

3.1.1. Raw materials  

 

Ne40/1 polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) yarns used in the research were obtained from 

KURABO Marugone Mill, Japan. Ne60/2 Open-end Cotton (Co) yarns was provided 

from Batmaz Tekstil company (Kestel OSB, Bursa, Turkey) (Koc et al.2019a, b, Koc et 

al. 2020a, b). Nm33/1 flax yarn, and Nm56/2 wool yarn were used as natural yarns (Koc 

et al.2020b). Nm10 viscose ring, Nm14 viscose OE (open-end), Nm30 viscose CF 

(continue filament) yarns were purchased from internal market.  

 

 

3.1.2. Chemicals 

 

Glutaraldehyde (50wt %) solution was obtained from Amresco (Koc et al.2019a). Borax 

also known as sodium tetraborate decahydrate (Na2B4O7.10H2O) was provided from 

Galenik Ecza ve Kimyevi Maddeler Deposu (Batch no: 1408H0048). Distilled water was 

used in all processes. All raw materials were employed without further purification (Koc 

et al.2019a, b, Koc et al.2020a, b). 

 

3.2. Methodology 

 

3.2.1. Weaving process of yarn reinforced hydrogel composites 

 

Before production of the woven fabrics, two sets of PVA yarns of Ne40/1 were doubled 

(combined) into one single yarn at 4850 rev/min spindle speed and 300 t/m twist. Warp 

was prepared using Ne60/2 Co open-end yarn. A reed number of 12 (dents) was employed 

with two ends drawn between two reed dents. Hence 24 ends cm-1 warp density was 

obtained. Ne40/2 PVA weft was inserted. Fabric samples were woven by using 10 shafts 

with the plain draft (Koc et al.2020a). 
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A weave repeat of 10 warps and 30 wefts were obtained to hold firmly and cover the Co 

warp from both bottom and upper surfaces by PVA weft yarns. In this way, the Co warp 

was covered by PVA yarns in top and bottom sides and embedded in hydrogel after 

gelation of PVA yarns. Fabrics were woven in a sample weaving machine at 400 mm 

width (Koc et al.2020a). 

 

3.2.2. Weaving process of fabric reinforced hydrogel composites 

 

In this section, weaving process of cotton (Co), PVA, hybrid yarns are presented (Koc et 

al.2019a). Weaving process was conducted to produce the woven fabric samples (Marks 

and Robinson, 1976).  

 

Before woven fabric production, two Ne40/1 PVA yarns were doubled and then twisted 

at 4850 rev/min spindle speed and 300 t/m twist to form Ne 40/2 PVA yarns. These 

doubled and twisted PVA yarns were further doubled with Ne 60/2 cotton yarn and 

twisted together to form a hybrid yarn.  

 

The warp of woven fabrics was prepared using Ne60/2 cotton open-end yarn. A reed 

number of 12 (dents/cm) was employed in weaving with two ends drawn between two 

red dents. Hence 24 ends/cm warp density was obtained. The hybrid and PVA yarns were 

inserted as the weft. A weave repeat of 10 warp and 30 weft yarns were obtained as shown 

in Figure 3.1 to hold firmly and cover the cotton warp from both bottom and upper 

surfaces by hybrid and PVA weft yarns, respectively. Fabric samples were woven by 

using 10 shafts with the plain draft. As seen from the weave repeat, there are three 

different weft yarn movements. 1., 4., 7., . . . PVA weft yarns make one up four downs 

movement, 2., 5., 8., . . . hybrid weft yarns make one up and one down while 3., 6., 9., . . 

. PVA weft yarns make movements of four ups and one down. In this way, the cotton 

warp was covered by PVA and hybrid yarns from the top and bottom surfaces and 

embedded in hydrogel after gelation of PVA yarns. Fabric thus designed was woven at 

36 picks/cm weft density and 184.7 g/m2 of weight per square meter.  
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This fabric construction includes around 40% cotton and 60% PVA. Drafting and dobby 

plans are also seen in Figure 3.1. Fabrics were woven in a sample weaving machine at 

400mm width. 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Weave, drafting and peg plans (lifting plan) of neat polyvinyl alcohol/cotton 

fabric 
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3.2.3. Weaving process with flax, OE cotton and wool warp 

 

In this section, three types of warp yarn were prepared for weaving fabrics to produce 

natural fabric reinforced hydrogel composites (Koc et al.2020b).  

As seen from Figure 3.2, these are Nm33/1 flax, Ne60/2 open-end cotton and Nm56/2 

wool natural fiber yarns, Ne40/2 PVA and doubled and then twisted yarns of Nm33/1 

flax+Ne40/2 PVA, Nm56/2 wool+Ne40/2 PVA and Ne60/2 open-end cotton+Ne40/2 

PVA hybrid yarns. As a first step, two bobbins of Ne40/1 PVA yarns were doubled and 

then twisted to produce Ne40/2 PVA yarn. Later, Ne40/2 PVA yarns were further doubled 

and twisted together with Nm33/1 flax, Ne60/2 open-end cotton and Nm56/2 wool yarns 

to produce three different hybrid yarns. Both Ne40/2 PVA and hybrid yarns were twisted 

at 4850 rev/min spindle speed and 300 t/m twist values. Hybrid and Ne40/2 PVA yarns 

were inserted to the fabric as weft yarns.  

 

 
Figure 3.2. Hybrid weft yarn manufacturing process 
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As shown in Figure 3.3, warp was prepared from Nm33/1 flax, Nm56/2 wool and Ne60/2 

open-end cotton natural fiber yarns respectively for the production of three different 

fabrics.  

 

Hybrid weft with flax yarn component was inserted to the fabric produced with flax warp, 

hybrid weft with cotton yarn component to the fabric with cotton warp and with the wool 

component to the fabric with wool warp. Hence, each fabric had only one type of natural 

fiber (flax, cotton and wool respectively) in addition to PVA yarn. A reed number of 12 

(dents/cm) was employed and the warp yarns were prepared at 12 ends/cm warp density 

for all three fabric types. Weft yarns were inserted at 20 picks/cm for flax warp fabric and 

36 picks/cm for both cotton and wool warp fabrics. Fabrics were woven in a sample 

weaving machine at 400mm width. Weft yarns were inserted to the fabrics with 2 PVA 

and 1 hybrid yarns order. In this way, the fabric constructions included around 40% 

cotton-60% PVA, 40% flax-60% PVA and 40% wool-60% PVA material ratios. 

  

After fabrics were woven, they were removed from the loom and made ready for the final 

step: gelation processing. The weave pattern used in our previous study (Koc et al.2019a) 

was also preferred in the production of these fabrics (Koc et al.2020b). 
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Figure 3.3.The manufacturing process of woven fabric of three types  

 

3.2.4. Weaving process of regenerated cellulose fibers  

 

In this subsection, three types of regenerated cellulose yarns were doubled and twisted 

with PVA yarn to manufacture woven fabrics and then regenerated cellulose fabric 

reinforced hydrogel composite to investigate the effect of yarn structure on fabric 

reinforced hydrogel composite mechanical properties. These are Nm10 viscose ring, 

Nm14 viscose OE, and Nm30 viscose CF, doubled and then twisted together with Nm33 
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PVA to produce Nm10 viscose ring + Nm33 PVA, Nm14 viscose OE + Nm33 PVA and 

Nm30 viscose CF + Nm33 PVA hybrid yarns. 

 

In the first phase, two bobbins of Nm67 PVA yarns were doubled and then twisted to 

produce Nm33 doubled PVA yarn. Later, Nm33 PVA yarns were further doubled and 

twisted together with Nm10 viscose ring, Nm14 viscose OE, and Nm 30 viscose CF to 

manufacture three different hybrid yarns. Both Nm33 PVA and hybrid yarns were twisted 

at 4850 rev/min spindle speed and 300 t/m twist value. Hybrid and Nm33 PVA yarns 

were inserted to the fabric as weft yarns. The warp was prepared from Nm10 viscose ring, 

Nm14 viscose OE and Nm30 viscose CF regenerated cellulose fiber yarns respectively 

for three different fabrics. Hybrid wefts with viscose ring, viscose OE, and viscose CF 

yarn components respectively were inserted to fabrics manufactured with viscose ring, 

viscose OE, and viscose CF warp yarns. There are three types of woven fabrics made of 

PVA/viscose OE, PVA/viscose ring and PVA/viscose CF weft yarns (Fabric1, Fabric2 

and Fabric3). A reed number of 12 (dents/cm) was used and the warp yarns were drawn 

at 12 ends/cm warp density for all three fabric types. Weft yarns were inserted at 30 

picks/cm for viscose ring, viscose OE, and viscose CF warp fabrics. Fabrics were woven 

in a sample weaving machine at a 400 mm width. Weft yarns were inserted to the fabrics 

with 2 PVA and one hybrid yarns order. The fabric constructions contained around 40% 

viscose OE-60% PVA, 40% viscose ring-60% PVA and 40% viscose CF-60% PVA 

material ratios. After the production, woven fabrics were prepared for gelation 

processing.  

 

3.2.5. Gelation of PVA in cotton yarn reinforced hydrogel composite 

 

Borax/water solutions were prepared by the magnetic stirring process at 50oC with 

different concentrations (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2.0 wt. %).  5 cm x 10 cm fabric samples 

were cut at both warp and weft directions. Each fabric sample was put on a petri dish and 

the prepared borax/water solutions were poured on the fabric samples to transform PVA 

yarns into hydrogel by crosslinking PVA molecules in the fabric structure. The samples 

were kept at ambient conditions during 24 hours for the further gelation. Then, excess 

borax/water solution was removed and all the samples were washed with distilled water 
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at least five times to remove the uncrosslinked borax from hydrogel composite structure. 

All the hydrogel composites were dried for the performance tests (Koc et al.2020a). 

 

3.2.6. Gelation of PVA in cotton fabric-reinforced hydrogel composite 

 

Aqueous GA solution preparation, a different volume of GA solutions (0.25, 0.5, 1.5, 2.0, 

and 3.5 ml) were added into 20 ml of water, whereas borax/water solutions were prepared 

by magnetic stirring process at 50 o C with different concentrations (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 

and 2.0 wt %). One mililiter of HCl was added into each solution. Since borax was in the 

solid state at the beginning, borax/water solutions were prepared in terms of weight 

percent. The received GA was in the liquid state, and GA solutions were prepared 

depending on volume (ml). About 5 cm x 10 cm fabric samples were cut in the warp 

directions and used to prepare fabric-reinforced hydrogel composite samples. Each fabric 

sample was put on a petri dish, and the prepared borax/water solutions and GA/water 

solutions (including HCl as the catalyst) were spilled on the fabric samples to transform 

PVA yarns into hydrogel form by crosslinking PVA molecules in the fabric structure. 

PVA is a semi-crystalline polymer, and it always requires some heating for an appropriate 

dissolution when the polymer was used in the granular form (Koski et al.2004). In this 

study, since PVA was in the form fibers in the yarn and fabric structure, the surface area 

of PVA was high and the water molecules were very easily approached to PVA molecules 

and whole PVA fibers were dissolved quickly just after pouring the water. So, with the 

existence of crosslinker molecules in the water, PVA yarns in the fabric were 

simultaneously dissolved and crosslinked leading to transformation into hydrogel 

structure. The samples were kept at ambient conditions during 24 h for further gelation. 

 

Then, the excess borax/water and GA/water solutions were removed, and all the samples 

were washed with distilled water several times to remove the uncrosslinked borax and 

GA from the hydrogel composite structure. All the hydrogel composites were dried for 

the performance tests. The thickness of the neat fabric before the gelation was about 0.796 

+/- 0.02 mm. When the fabric was treated with the crosslinkers and hold in the water in 

90 min, the thickness of the composite hydrogels was about 2.3mm (borax sample) and 
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1.6mm (GA sample). When the samples were dried, the thickness decreased but never be 

less than the thickness of neat fabric (Koc et al.2019a). 

 

3.2.7. Gelation of PVA in cotton, flax and wool reinforced hydrogel composite 

 

Aqueous borax solutions were prepared with the addition of different concentrations (0.5, 

1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 w/v %) and magnetic stirring process at 50oC. After production of 

PVA/Cotton, PVA/Wool, and PVA/Flax woven fabrics with PVA and hybrid weft and 

cotton/wool/flax warp yarns, the fabric samples were cut as 5 cm x 10 cm dimensions in 

the warp and weft directions. Each fabric sample was put on a petridish and the prepared 

borax/water solutions were spilled on the fabric samples to transform PVA yarns into 

hydrogel form by crosslinking PVA molecules in the fabric structure. The samples were 

kept at ambient conditions for 24 hours for the further gelation. Then, the excess 

borax/water was removed and all the samples were washed with distilled water several 

times to remove the uncrosslinked borax hydrogel from composite structure. All the 

hydrogel composites were dried for the performance tests (Koc et al.2020b). 

 

3.2.8. Gelation of PVA/viscose OE, PVA/viscose ring, PVA/viscose CF Fabrics 

 

The fabric samples were cut at warp and weft directions (5 cm × 10 cm dimensions). Each 

fabric sample was placed in the petri dish and treated with different borax-water solutions 

(0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 w/v %). As mentioned in our previous studies (Koc et al.2019a, Koc et 

al.2020b), PVA molecules crosslinked in the fabric structure. Therefore PVA yarns 

transformed into hydrogel form in the fabric (Figure 3.4). To remove the uncrosslinked 

borax hydrogel from viscose OE, viscose ring, viscose CF reinforced hydrogel composite 

structure, all samples washed the distilled water for several times. 
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Figure 3.4. Conversion of neat fabric to regenerated cellulose fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composite via aqueous borax treatment 

 

3.2.9. Chemical analysis of hydrogel 

 

Chemical analysis of neat PVA and PVA/cotton fabrics (Koc et al.2019a, Koc et 

al.2020a) and composite hydrogel due to cross linker ratio have been carried out using 

ATR–FTIR (ATR-FTIR; Bruker IFS 66, Middle East Technical University Central 

Laboratory, Ankara, Turkey).Chemical analysis of neat PVA/Cotton fabrics, neat cotton 

yarn, neat PVA/Wool fabrics, neat wool yarn, neat PVA/Flax fabrics, neat flax yarn (Koc 

et al.2020b), neat PVA/regenerated cellulose fibers and neat woven PVA/ regenerated 

cellulose fabrics and their borax/water treated and dried counterparts and composite 

hydrogel due to cross linker ratio were recorded using Attenuated Total Reflection and 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR, Nicolet iS50) and measurements 

were performed at 20oC and relative humidity of 65%. 
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3.2.10. Morphology analysis of hydrogel 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Carl Zeiss Evo 40 was used to analyze the surface 

and the section morphologies. The samples were sputter coated with a conducting layer 

for better imaging (Koc et al.2020b). 

 

3.2.11. Microstructural analysis of hydrogel 

 

Microstructural characterization of neat PVA/Co fabrics and their borax/water-treated 

and dried counterparts (Koc et al.2019a,  Koc et al.2020a) and GA/water treated and dried 

counterparts (Koc et al.2019a) were conducted using Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray 

diffractometer (2ϴ between 10oand 60o with the scanning speed of 0.03o/s). 

 

3.2.12. Thermal characterization of hydrogel 

 

Thermal properties of yarn-reinforced and fabric reinforced hydrogel composites in dried 

form were evaluated by measuring weight losses with temperature in air environment 

using a thermogravimetric analyzer (TA SDT 650, Middle East Technical University 

Central Laboratory, Ankara, Turkey), heating from 50οC to 800οC (heating rate of 10οC 

min-1) (Koc et al.2019a, Koc et al.2020a). Thermal properties of natural woven fabric and 

regenerated cellulose fibers reinforced hydrogel composites in dried form were assessed 

by measuring weight losses in nitrogen environment using a thermogravimetric analyzer 

(TA Q600) by heating from 50 to 800oC (heating rate of 10oC min-1) (Koc et al.2020b). 

 

3.2.13. Swelling and water removal test 

 

Each dried sample was immersed in a distilled water pool in Petri dishes and held for 90 

min. Samples absorbed the water and swelled. After the swollen samples were taken from 

the water, excess water was removed with paper tissues and then yarn-reinforced hydrogel 

composite samples were weighed.  
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It was assumed that the first measurement of the sample contained 100% of water. Then, 

the samples were kept at ambient conditions to allow water evaporation. Weight 

measurements were repeated after every 15 min to observe water removal by time. This 

process was also conducted for neat fabric containing no hydrogel.  

 

The degree of swelling was calculated with the following equation in percentage (Sonker 

et al.2016) 

 

                  Swelling (%) = (ws-wd) x 100/wd                                                                        (3.2) 

 

where ws is the weight of hydrogel composite with water and wd is the weight of dried 

hydrogel composite. 

 

3.2.14. Mechanical measurements of textile reinforced hydrogel composite  

 

Tensile testing was carried out by using Shimadzu tensile tester with AG-X plus model 

and load cell capacity of 5000 N (Bursa Uludag University Textile Engineering Test and 

Analysis Laboratory, Bursa, Turkey). Exactly the same sample size was used after the 

gelation process without cutting them. Gauge length and testing speed were adjusted to 

30 and 200 mm/min, respectively. Tensile tests were performed for dried and swollen 

fabric-reinforced hydrogel composite. Then the samples were waited in the deionized 

water to obtain the swollen samples. All the measurements were conducted at both neat 

fabrics and their hydrogel composites analogs in warp direction and weft direction (Koc 

et al.2019a, Koc et al.2020a, b). 

 

3.2.15. Tensile strength measurements of the yarns and hydrogel composite yarns 

 

In this subsection, tensile testing of hydrogel composite yarns which has been produced 

from PVA/Co hybrid yarn, Ne40/2 PVA, Ne60/2 Cotton were carried out by using 

Shimadzu tensile tester of AG-X plus model and load cell capacity of 50N (Bursa Uludag 

University Textile Engineering Test and Analysis Laboratory, Bursa, Turkey) (Koc et 

al.2019b).  
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Twenty yarns of 35 cm length were taken from each yarn type (Ne40/2 PVA, PVA/Co 

Hybrid yarn, Ne60/2 Cotton yarns) and tensile test was performed one by one. Gauge 

length and testing speed were adjusted to 30 and 100 mm/min, respectively. In order to 

wet the samples, the samples were kept in the deionized water for 15 minutes. 

  

After treatment with borax, the samples were dried and then hold in deionized water for 

15 minutes. The samples were considered to have 100 wt. % of water. All the 

measurements were conducted with both neat yarns and their hydrogel composite 

analogs. 

 

3.2.16. Statistical Analysis 

 

The primary purpose of Statistical Analysis for this study was to decide the relationship 

between borax-water concentrations and breaking force at the breaking points of 

regenerated cellulose (viscose ring, viscose OE, viscose CF) woven fabric reinforced 

hydrogel composites both in warp and weft directions. 

 

To achieve this aim, the questions below were examined: 

 Is there a significant relationship between borax-water concentration and breaking 

force hydrogel composite samples (in warp direction)? 

 Is there a significant relationship between borax-water concentration and breaking 

force hydrogel composite samples (in weft direction)? 

 

In this study, the data were analyzed with SPSS 25 Computer Package Program. Before 

starting data analysis, firstly it was checked whether the scores of borax-water 

concentration (borax-water conc.), breaking force at the breaking points of regenerated 

cellulose (viscose ring, viscose OE, viscose CF) woven fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composites showed normal distribution. The normality values of the data were calculated 

with the Shapiro-Wilks test due to the number of 5 samples in the normality test. 
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As a result of the normality test (normal distribution test), it was seen that the distribution 

was normal and the (Skewness-Kurtosis) values of the scores were less than 1.96. 

Correlation analysis was used to evaluate between the variables were linear or not. In this 

regard, the correlation coefficient explained (r) the level, amount and direction of the 

relationship between the variables (Büyüköztürk 2002). 

  

Consequently, Pearson’s correlation analysis was used to determine the relationship 

between borax-water concentration and breaking force at the breaking points in the warp 

direction or in weft direction scores.  

 

The correlation coefficient of 1.00 is perfectly positive; -1.00 is the perfect negative; 0.00 

indicates that there is no relationship. 

As the absolute value of the correlation coefficient (r); 

Being between 0.70-1.00 (high) 

Being between 0.30-0.70 (middle) 

Being between 0.00-0.30 (low level relationship) 

For the statistical test significance level, (Sig.) p <0.05 value was accepted  
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

4.1. Yarn-Reinforced Hydrogel Composite Produced from Woven Fabrics by 

Simultaneous Dissolution and Cross-Linking1 

 

4.1.1. Concept study of the fabric-reinforced hydrogel composite 

 

Schematic illustration and high magnification photograph images of PVA/Cotton (Co) 

fabric construction (before borax treatment), yarn-reinforced hydrogel composite (after 

borax treatment), and the dried and swollen forms along with mirror images of yarn-

reinforced hydrogel composite are shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

After production of PVA/Co woven fabric with PVA weft and Co warp yarns, fabric 

samples were prepared by cutting woven fabric as 5 x 10 cm2 dimensions in the warp and 

weft directions. Samples were treated with previously prepared borax/water solution as 

explained in the “Materials and methods” section. As seen from Figure 4.1, when 

PVA/Co fabrics were treated with borax/water solution, PVA yarns (Figure 4.1(a)) totally 

lost their structures and turned to transparent gel form by simultaneous dissolution and 

gelation of PVA in the fabric. In this way, PVA forms matrix structures of Co yarn 

reinforced hydrogel composite (Figure 4.1(b)). Aligned Co yarns in the hydrogel 

composite structure can be clearly seen in dried (Figure 4.1(c1)) and wet forms (Figure 

4.1(c2)). Since the matrix is a transparent hydrogel, yarns in the composite can be seen 

from both sides as in the mirror image (Figure 4.1(d)). 

 

When the previously prepared borax/water solutions were poured on the fabric samples 

(10 x 5 cm2), fabrics were extended in the Co yarn direction (warp) and shrunk in the weft 

direction; 10 cm (warp) x 5 cm (weft) and 5 cm (warp) x 10 cm (weft) cut samples turned 

to 11 cm (warp) x 2 cm (weft) and 8 cm (warp) x 7 cm (weft) size, respectively. This 

                                                 
1 This subsection is based on the paper “Koc, U., Eren, R., Aykut, Y. (2020). Yarn-reinforced hydrogel 

composite produced from woven fabrics by simultaneous dissolution and cross-linking. Polymers and 

Polymer Composites. https://doi.org/10.1177/0967391120903648” 
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extension and shrinkage can be explained with the cross-linking of PVA molecules and 

partial opening of the crimp in Co yarns in fabric structure.  

 

PVA yarns lost their structure with borax/water treatment and as a result of the 

simultaneous dissolution of PVA molecules and crosslinking of these dissolved 

molecules.     

 

 
Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration and high magnification photograph images of (a) 

PVA/cotton fabric construction (before borax treatment), and (b) yarn reinforced 

hydrogel (after borax treatment),(c1) dried yarn reinforced hydrogel, (c2) swollen yarn 

reinforced hydrogel with water, and (d) mirror images yarn reinforced hydrogel 

composite 
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4.1.2. Chemical analysis of hydrogel composite via FTIR  

 

In order to investigate the chemical change of the fabric samples when treated with 

different ratio of borax/water solutions, ATR-FTIR measurements were carried out with 

dried samples and the results are presented in Figure 4.2.   

 

Cellulose molecules at Co yarn have plenty of -OH groups and can form many hydrogen 

bonds with the hydrogel matrix on the surface of the cotton yarn (Wang and Chen 2011, 

Han et al.2017). So, investigation of the transformation of PVA to hydrogel structures 

with borax cross-linking was carried out with FTIR analysis. All samples exhibited broad 

characteristic OH stretching vibration peak between 2971 cm-1 and 3637 cm-1 with the 

highest peak point around 3300 cm-1 (Lim et al.2015). This peak corresponds to 

hydrophilic hydroxyl groups in PVA and Co, and also increasing borax content of 

borax/water solution, the intensity of this peak gradually decreases because of the 

complexation (cross-linking) of borax and hydroxyl groups (Spoljaric et al.2014). 

Treatment of samples with borax leads to a new peak detected at 662 cm-1. This 

corresponds to the stretching vibrations of O-B-O bonds (Spoljaric et al.2014).  The peak 

at 2924 cm-1 can be attributed to C-H stretching vibration in CH2 groups (Spoljaric et 

al.2014). The peak at 1088 cm-1 assigned to the C–O in stretching mode for PVA (Han et 

al.2017) and this peak shifts to 1107 cm-1 after formation of hydrogel structure. Both 

types of complexes as trigonal (around 1425 cm-1) and tetrahedral (around 1335 cm-1) 

were formed between PVA and borax molecules (Spoljaric et al.2014). The ratios of these 

peaks are not distinctively changed by increasing borax ratio. It can be assessed that the 

ratios of these complexes are not changed by increasing borax ratio.  Free hydroxyl groups 

on trigonal complexes can also allow more hydrogen bonding between PVA and Co 

molecular chains (Spoljaric et al.2014). 
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Figure 4.2. FTIR spectra of (a) PVA fabric, (b) neat PVA/cellulose fabric; PVA/cellulose 

fabric treated in different wt.% of borax/water solutions: (c) 0.5%, (d) 1.0%, (e) 1.5% and 

(f) 2.0% 

 

4.1.3. Thermal analysis of hydrogel composite via thermogravimetric measurement 

 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of neat PVA/Co fabric and different concentration of 

borax/water treated PVA/Co fabric, so-called yarn reinforced hydrogel composites in the 

air atmosphere, is shown in Figure 4.3. Initial weight loss step up to around 100 oC arises 

from water evaporation from the sample. The following sharp weight loss results from 

the removal of volatiles because of the degradation of materials. By increasing 

borax/water concentration, the thermal stability of yarn reinforced hydrogel composites 

increases and thermal degradation temperatures shift to higher degrees as a result of the 

restriction of segmental motion originated from cross-linking of PVA molecules (Lim et 

al.2015). So, the enhancement of thermal stability is obvious. Residual material content 

increases by increasing borax content in the structures after TGA measurement. As seen 

from the inset figure in Figure 4.3, residual contents were  3.95 wt.% for untreated fabric 

sample and 3.22, 2.66, 4.43, 8.58, 9.01, and 11.17 wt.% for 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 wt. 

% borax/water- treated and dried samples, respectively.  
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Figure 4.3. (A) TGA plots of (a) neat PVA/Co fabric; PVA/Co fabric treated in different 

wt.% of borax/water solutions: (b) 0.1, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.5, (e) 1.0, (f) 1.5 and (g) 2.0 

 

4.1.4. Microstructural analysis of hydrogel composites via X-ray diffraction method 

 

X-Ray diffraction measurements were conducted to study crystal formation and 

transformation after the borax/water treatment of the PVA/Co fabric samples (Figure 4). 

Neat PVA fabric exhibited two obvious diffraction peaks at 19.45o and 22.69o, which 

corresponded to the orthorhombic lattice structure of semi-crystalline PVA (Chen et 

al.2008, Han et al.2014). The peak at 19.45o shifts to 20.2o when the sample was treated 

with 0.1wt. % of borax/water solution and then dried. Increasing borax concentration up 

to 2wt. % fluctuated the location of this peak between 20.2o and 20.46o. On the other 

hand, increasing borax concentration decreases the intensity of the peaks of  19.45o and 

22.69o as a result of the strong interaction of borax with hydroxyl group of PVA and 

complexation among them (Han et al.2014). These don’t allow organized arrangement of 

PVA chains and hence reduce crystallization. A sharp peak at 22.6o and the peaks at 

15.33o and 16.9o are caused by the crystalline structure of cellulose of Co in the fabric 

(Han et al.2014). Intensities of these peaks do not change homogeneously depending on 

borax concentration since the density of the materials is not homogeneous at a specific 

thickness.  
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Figure 4.4. XRD patterns of (a) neat PVA/Co fabric; PVA/Co fabric treated in different 

wt.% of borax/water solutions: (b) 0.1, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.5, (e) 1.0, (f) 1.5 and (g) 2.0 (Gray 

dotted line is neat PVA fabric) 

 

4.1.5. Water loss and swelling percentages yarn-reinforced hydrogel composites 

 

After keeping the dried yarn-reinforced hydrogel composites in water for 90 minutes, 

samples were weighed for every 15 minutes to investigate weight loss of the samples 

depending on water evaporation and the results were demonstrated in Figure 4.5. 

  

As seen from the figure, weight loss speed of borax-free neat PVA/Co fabric is higher 

than borax- treated fabric samples. Increasing borax concentration up to 1.0 wt.% 

decreases water evaporation rate, because partial cross-linking occurred up to 1.0 wt.%,  

then continuously increasing borax concentration increases the water evaporation rate 

from the hydrogel composites as chains are mostly cross-linked after this point. 
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Figure 4.5. Water loss percentage by time of different borax ratio treated yarn reinforced 

hydrogel composites 

 

Swelling percentage depending on cross-linker borax/water concentration and water 

evaporation from the hydrogel composites by time was calculated from the Equation (3.2) 

as given in “Materials and methods” section, and the plots are presented in Figure 4.6 

(See 3.2 for details). As seen from the figure, the swelling percentage decreases by time 

at any borax concentration applied to the samples. On the other hand, measuring the 

different borax concentration treated samples at the same time frames and depending on 

the water removal from the hydrogel composites, swelling percentage continuously 

increases up to 1 wt. % and then decreases with increasing borax concentration. Swelling 

of PVA-based hydrogel depends on the amount of hydroxyl group and the chain mobility 

in the structure (Sonker et al.2018).  When PVA molecules are crosslinked, chain mobility 

and the number of hydroxyl group decrease.  

 

Amount of hydroxyl group decreases (can be seen from FTIR results) by increasing cross-

linker concentration, but since partial cross-linking occurs up to 1 wt.% still chain 

mobilities are not restricted tremendously and therefore swelling increases. On the other 

hand, when cross-linker concentrations continuously increased after 1 wt. % borax 

concentration, the swelling percentage decreased as a result of the restriction of chain 

mobilities and mostly cross-linking of PVA molecules.  
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Figure 4.6. Swelling percentage of the yarn reinforced hydrogel composites due to 

borax/water treatment concentration: PVA/Co fabric treated in different wt. % of 

borax/water solutions: (b) 0.1, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.5, (e) 1, (f) 1.5 and (g) 2.0 

 

4.1.6. Mechanical analysis of hydrogel composites due to water contents 

 

Mechanical properties of yarn-reinforced hydrogel composites have been investigated 

due to the water content of the samples by measuring force-elongation plots in the warp 

(Figure 4.7(a)) and weft (Figure 4.7(b)) directions. As seen from the plots, breaking force 

tremendously increases when the water content decreases in the samples in both warp and 

weft directions. Water molecules are inserted among the cross-linked molecular chain 

and diverged from each other by swelling the hydrogel structure. On the other hand, when 

the hydrogel structure releases water, molecules come close to each other and tend to 

crystallize at the certain points. So, breaking forces for the dried samples are higher than 

the wet samples. Mechanical properties are much higher in the warp direction than in the 

weft direction since Co yarns are aligned in the warp direction and reinforced the hydrogel 

composite structure.  

 

In order to compare the breaking point depending on water content in both warp and weft 

directions, the results are demonstrated in the same plots as given in Figure 4.8. Breaking 

force in the warp direction was 26,8 N when the hydrogel composite contained 90% of 

water and increased to 366,3 N when it was fully dried. Breaking force in the weft 
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direction was 1, 22 N when the hydrogel composite contained 90% of water and increased 

to 225,9 N when it was fully dried. 

 

 
Figure 4.7. Tensile properties of yarn reinforced hydrogel composite (1.0 wt. % 

borax/water treated) when contain different content of water at (A) warp and (B) weft 

directions 

 

Breaking force of PVA/Co fabric in the warp and weft directions are 212,7 N and 1055, 

9 N respectively. Co yarns are withstood against breaking when the measurements were 

conducted in the warp direction, and PVA yarns are withstood against breaking when the 

measurements were conducted in the weft direction. Since perfectly spun PVA yarns were 

totally dissolved and then transformed to hydrogel structure after borax/water treatment, 

a tremendous mechanical loss in the weft direction was observed. Since also some 

hydrogels were formed among the Co fibers in the Co yarns (inset figure 4.8 (a), (b)), Co 

fibers have been moved away from each other and Co yarn resembles a roving. Because 

friction decreases between Co fibers and fibers can slide easily in the hydrogel, 

mechanical properties dramatically decrease with increasing water content in hydrogel 

composite in the warp direction. Dried hydrogel composites show maximum breaking 

force in both warp and weft directions since hydrogel turned to a brittle rigid structure in 

the dry form.  
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Figure 4.8.  Breaking force comparison of the hydrogel composite sample (1.0 wt. % 

borax/water treated) at warp and weft direction due to water content. Inset figure: (a) 

cotton yarn in the neat fabric before gelation, (b) cotton yarn in hydrogel composite 

 

4.2. One-step preparation of woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composite for 

enhanced mechanical properties2 

 

4.2.1. Concept study of the fabric-reinforced hydrogel composite 

 

Test samples were prepared by cutting the samples as 5 cm x 10 cm fabric in warp 

direction from as-produced woven fabric. Schematic illustration of neat PVA/cotton 

fabric and cotton fabric-reinforced hydrogel composite structure after gelation is 

demonstrated in Figure 4.9.  As seen from the schematic illustration, the warp was made 

of cotton yarns, but the weft was inserted with the order of two PVA and one cotton yarns. 

                                                 
2 This subsection is based on the paper “Koc, U., Aykut, Y., Eren, R. (2019a). One-step preparation of 

woven fabric-reinforced hydrogel composite. Journal of Industrial Textiles. 

https://doi.org/10.1177/1528083719850832” 
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When the fabric samples were treated with aqueous borax or GA solutions, PVA yarns in 

the fabric structures dissolved and transformed into gel form.  

Since cotton yarns did not dissolve, they kept their position in the structure and stayed as 

the reinforcement material in the as-produced hydrogel composites. High magnification 

photograph images of neat PVA/cotton fabric (Figure 4.9 (A)) and its aqueous GA (Figure 

4.9 (B) and borax (Figure 4.9 (C)) solution-treated analogs are shown in Figure 4.9. 

Mirror images of the hydrogel composite samples were given to show how cotton fabric 

positioned inside the hydrogel matrix (inset images in Figure 4.9 (B), (C)). As seen from 

the images, PVA transformation into gel structure when borax was used as crosslinker is 

seen more obviously than GA crosslinking at the proposed condition.  

 

 
Figure 4.9. Schematic illustration and high magnification photograph images of (A) neat 

PVA/cotton fabric construction, (B) GA treated PVA/cotton fabric, (C) borax treated 

PVA/cotton fabric. Insets are the mirror images of the hydrogel composite samples 
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4.2.2. Chemical analysis of hydrogel composite via FTIR  

 

In order to investigate the crosslinking of PVA by borax and GA in PVA/cotton fabric 

structure, ATR-FTIR characterizations were performed for the neat fabric and their 

different concentration of borax (Figure 4.10 (A)) and GA (Figure 4.10 (B)) treated fabric 

analogs. Pure fabric (before water or crosslinker solutions treatments) sample exhibiting 

a broad peak with the highest peak point around 3308 cm-1 corresponded to OH stretching 

vibration in PVA or cellulose molecules (Lim et al.2015).  

 

In Figure 4.10 (A), the reduction of the OH peak with the addition of borax was one of 

the evidence of crosslinking occurring via OH groups (Spoljaric et al.2014). The 

reduction of this peak is not so much since cellulose was not dissolved and mostly OH 

groups on the cotton fiber surfaces complexed with borax, and OH groups in the fibers 

were mostly conserved. C-H stretching vibration was detected at 2924 cm-1 (Spoljaric et 

al.2014, Rudra et al.2015). The peak seen at 1088 cm-1 corresponded to C–O stretching 

(Han et al.2017). 

 

The new peak detected at 658 with the addition of borax to the structure could be 

attributed to stretching vibrations of O-B-O bonds (Spoljaric et al.2014, Han et al.2017). 

With GA treatment in Figure 4.10 (B), OH groups were consumed, and the intensity of 

OH decreased as a result of possible formation of acetal bridges when crosslinking was 

formed (Mansur et al.2008). Broad OH peak shifted to higher wavenumber at GA sample 

compared to borax samples.  Also, peak intensity of 1716 cm-1 related to C=O carbonyl 

stretching comes from GA molecules increased with increasing GA ratio, which implied 

that GA was not completely reacted with the molecules in the fabric structure, and some 

residuals of GA have still exited after gelation (Reis et al.2006). 
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Figure 4.10. FTIR spectra  of (a) neat PVA/Co fabric; and PVA/Co fabric treated in 

different (A)  wt.% of borax/water solutions: (b) 0.3, (c) 0.5, (d) 1.0, (e) 1.5 and (f) 2.0; 

and (B) GA solution contents in water/HCl solution: (b) 0, (c) 0.25 ml, (d) 0.5 ml, (e) 1.5 

ml, (f) 2.0 ml and (g) 3.5 ml 

 

4.2.3. Thermal analysis of hydrogel composite via TGA measurement 

 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of neat PVA/cotton fabric and borax/water and GA- 

treated PVA/cotton fabric, so-called fabric-reinforced hydrogel composites in the air 

atmosphere, are shown in Figure 4.11. Initial weight loss up to around 100 oC 

corresponded to water evaporation from the samples. Prominent weight loss was observed 

mainly between 267-389 oC and 389-665 oC for borax-treated samples and between 302-

496 oC for GA-treated sample. This can be related to the removal of volatiles as a result 

of the degradation of the dried hydrogel composite by heating. Prominent weight loss 

started at a lower temperature in the borax-treated sample compared to neat fabric up to 

around 400 oC, and then increasing temperature made the degradation slower in borax-

treated samples. Increasing borax content made the process slower because of the 

restriction of segmental motion by crosslinking (Lim et al.2015). Residual of the material 

after the TGA test increased because borax components stayed in the system, and contents 

were 0 wt.% for untreated fabric sample and 1.11, 2.53, 3.89, 8.36, 8.47 and 13.94 wt.% 

for 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 wt. % borax/water treated and dried samples sequentially 

(Figure 4.11(a)).  GA- treated hydrogel composites were completely degraded up to 800 

oC regardless of the GA content (Figure 4.11(b)). 
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GA treatment did not have a very significant effect on thermal stability of the neat fabric 

in this study comparing to borax-treated samples, but the degradation continued at higher 

temperatures with increasing GA content after around 500 oC. This can also be explained 

by the restriction of segmental motion by crosslinking (Lim et al.2015). 

 

 
Figure 4.11. TGA plots of (a) neat PVA/Co fabric; and PVA/Co fabric treated in different 

(A)  wt.% of borax/water solutions: (b) 0.1, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.5, (e) 1, (f) 1.5 and (g) 2.0; and 

(B) GA solution contents in water/HCl solution: (b) 0, (c) 0.25 ml, (d) 0.5 ml, (e) 1.5 ml, 

(f) 2.0 ml and (g) 3.5 ml 

 

4.2.4. Microstructural analysis of hydrogel composites via X-ray diffraction method 

 

X-Ray diffraction measurements were conducted on the dried hydrogel composite 

samples to investigate how gelation affected the crystalline microstructural changes with 

both borax and GA treatments, and the XRD plots were demonstrated in Figure 4.12 (A) 

(borax-treated samples) and (B) (GA-treated samples). Two distinct peaks detected at 

19.52o and 22.8o at neat PVA/cotton fabric are related to the orthorhombic lattice structure 

of semi-crystalline PVA (Chen et al.2008, Han et al.2014). 

 

Peak intensity at 19.52o extremely decreased even with a small amount of borax 

treatment. Peak intensity at 22.8o also decreased with the initial treatment of low 

concentration of aqueous borax solution, and increasing borax concentration in the 

treatment solution caused to reduce this peak even more.  
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The intensity reduction of these peaks could be related to strong interaction and 

complexation of borax with hydroxide radical of PVA chains that diminished the 

rearrangement of PVA chains and did not allow a proper crystallization (Han et 

al.2014).The overlapping peak at 22.8o can also come from crystalline structure of 

cellulose in cotton yarns in the hydrogel composite (Adanur 2000).Intensity of the peaks 

coming from cellulose mostly decreased because mostly dried hydrogel matrix was face 

to experimental section rather than cotton yarns in the dried composite hydrogel. Pure 

borax peaks at 35.2° were also seen at high borax concentration treatment sample since 

excess borax didn’t go into crosslinking reaction and crystallized again after drying the 

composite hydrogel samples (Baron et al.2019).A similar trend was observed at GA-

treated samples as the peak intensity at 19.52o tremendously decreased (Figure 4.12 (b)). 

Crystallinity also decreased with GA treatment as a result of crosslinking of PVA (Rudra 

et al.2015). The decrease in the peak intensity of 19.52o after both borax and GA 

treatments is another evidence of the crosslinking of PVA chains.  

 
Figure 4.12. XRD patterns of (a) neat PVA/Co fabric; and PVA/Co fabric treated in 

different (A)  wt.% of borax/water solutions: (b) 0.1, (c) 0.5, (d) 1, (e) 1,5 and (f) 2.0; and 

(B) GA solution contents in water/HCl solution: (b) 0, (c) 0.25 ml, (d) 0.5 ml, (e) 2.0 ml 

and (f) 3.5 ml 
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4.2.5. Mechanical analysis of hydrogel composites due to crosslinker and water 

contents 

 

The same size of PVA/cotton-woven fabrics were cut at warp directions. The maximum 

applied force of the neat fabric was measured as 227.32 N. Appropriate ratio of aqueous 

borax and GA solutions were poured on the fabrics and waited for 24 hours in order to 

allow a proper crosslinking of the PVA molecules in the fabric structure, and as-obtained 

woven fabric-reinforced hydrogel composites were rinsed with distilled water several 

times. Finally, composite structures were left to laboratory condition (50% relative 

humidity and temperature to 24οC) to release water, and then mechanicals tests were 

performed. Mechanical properties of the dried woven fabric-reinforced hydrogel 

composites were demonstrated in Figure 4.13 (A) (borax treated) and (B) (GA treated). 

As seen from Figure 4.13 (A), the rigidity of dried composite hydrogel increased with the 

initial addition of borax and then decreased gradually by increasing borax ratio in the 

aqueous treatment solution. Breaking elongation also decreased by increasing borax ratio. 

Inset tables in Figure 4.13 (A) and (B) have demonstrated the maximum applied force to 

failure depending on cross linker ratios. Breaking force increased first from 301.48 to 

340.4 N when borax ratio increased from 0.1 to 0.3 wt% and then it decreased properly 

to 312.26, 256.71, 254.89, and 165.83 N by increasing the borax ratio to 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 

2 wt. %, respectively.  

 

When the cross linker concentrations were increased, the amount of crosslinked chains 

increased and crystallized PVA chains were reduced (this can be seen from XRD data). 

This is the main reason for the dramatically decrease the mechanical properties. The 

breaking was observed from the single place as seen in the inset picture of Figure 4.13(A) 

as shown with the black arrow. On the contrary, gradual and consecutive breaking 

occurred at multiple places of the composite at GA-treated sample at high concentrations 

(Figure 4.13(B) (c) to (f)). These multiple failing points were shown with black arrows 

as inset picture in Figure 4.13(B). Single place breaking was observed at low aqueous GA 

concentration (Figure 4.13 (B) (a)). Breaking force also first increased from 280.04 to 

293.07 N when GA ratio increased from 0 to 0.25 wt. %. It then decreased to 228.2, 247.6, 
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185.1, and 188.04 N not in proper order as in borax treated samples with the increase in 

GA ratio to 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 wt. %.  

 

Comparing with borax samples, higher breaking elongations were found with GA 

samples. This can be attributed to flexibility of GA comparing to crystallizable borax. 

Optimum cross linker concentrations for borax and GA samples were determined as 1.0 

wt% for borax and 0.25 ml GA samples. Since most of the PVA chains already 

crosslinked and no more borax required, after 1 wt. % aqueous borax, additional borax 

crystallized by itself in the composite structure. This can be clearly seen from the XRD 

spectra Figure 4.12 (A) (e) and (f). About 0.25 ml GA sample was selected for mechanical 

analysis depending on water contents because consecutive breaking observed at multiple 

places during the mechanical test after this concentration (Figure 4.13 (B)).  

 
Figure 4.13. Tensile properties of dried fabric reinforced hydrogel composites: ( (A)  

wt.% of borax/water solutions: (a) 0.1, (b) 0.3, (c) 0.5, (d) 1.0, (e) 1.5 and (f) 2.0; and (B) 

GA solution contents in water/HCl solution: (a) 0, (b) 0.25 ml, (c) 0.5 ml, (d) 1.5 ml, (e) 

2.0 ml and (f) 3.5 ml 

 

Mechanical properties of fabric-reinforced hydrogel composite depending on water 

content in the composite structures have been investigated by observing force-elongation 

plots, and the results were shown in Figure 4.14 (a) (borax treated) and (b) (GA treated). 

As seen from Figure 4.14 for borax-treated samples, the rigidity of the fabric-reinforced 

hydrogel composite dramatically increased by releasing water from the structure. 

Breaking force gradually increased by releasing water from the structure. Breaking force 

was 40.8 N when the hydrogel composite contained 100 wt. % water and increased to 277 

N when it contained 5 wt. % water. At the same time, breaking elongation gradually 
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decreased with decreasing water content in the composite structure. At GA-treated 

samples, a very high breaking elongation was obtained at high ratio GA treatment but it 

did not change in proper order in all the samples. This could be caused by the organic 

nature of the molecular structure of the GA. Breaking force first decreased and then 

gradually increased when the water content in the composite structure increased.  

 

Breaking force was 246.4 and 285.9 N when the hydrogel composite contained 70 and 

100 wt% water and increased to 325 N when it contained 5 wt. % water. PVA yarns in 

the neat fabric structure were dissolved and transformed into hydrogel structure after 

pouring the crosslinking aqueous borax and GA solution on the fabric. So, the applied 

force was mostly withstood by the reinforced cotton yarns in the hydrogel composite. 

Additionally, in Figure 4.14, breaking force at borax-based hydrogel composite decreased 

more by increasing water content comparing to GA-based hydrogel composite. 

 

 
Figure 4.14. Tensile properties of fabric reinforced hydrogel composite when contain 

different content of water: (A) 1wt. % aqueous borax treated samples, (B) 0.25 ml GA 

solution contents in water/HCl solution treated sample, (C) Breaking force comparisons 
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4.3. Natural fibers woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composites for enhanced 

mechanical properties3 

 

4.3.1. Concept study result of the gelation of cotton, flax and wool fabric reinforced 

hydrogel composites  

 

The woven fabric samples were cut in the warp and the weft directions with a dimensions 

of 5 cm x 10 cm. As seen from Figure 4.15, when PVA/W, PVA/C, PVA/F fabrics were 

treated with borax/water solution, PVA yarns totally lost their construction and turned to 

transparent hydrogel form by simultaneous dissolution and crosslinking of PVA 

molecules as yarn in the fabrics. Since cotton, wool, flax yarns did not get dissolved by 

borax-water solution, they kept their position in the structure and stayed as the 

reinforcement material in the hydrogel composites 

. 

 
Figure 4.15. Schematic illustration and optical microscopy images of neat PVA/W  fabric 

and  its hydrogel matrix form of aqueous borax treated analog 

                                                 
3 This subsection is based on the paper “Koc, U., Aykut, Y., Eren, R. (2020). Natural fibers woven fabric 

reinforced hydrogel composites for enhanced mechanical properties. 

https://doi.org/10.1177/1528083720944485” 
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4.3.2. Morphology analysis of cotton, flax and wool fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composites 

  

In order to investigate the interaction between hydrogel matrix and yarns in the fabrics as 

reinforcement, morphological observation with SEM imaging was carried out. 

Incorporation of hydrogel into fabric structures varied due to the nature of the reinforced 

fabric structures. Inspecting SEM images as seen in Figure 4.16, since the wool has wax 

materials on the surface structure, borax-water solutions could not penetrate properly into 

the yarn structures in the fabric. Moreover, during the production of wool yarn, the yarns 

are treated with oil to eliminate the potential breakage between the fibers and reduction 

of friction developed between fibers within yarns. This is the reason for having the lower 

penetration of borax water solutions. The simultaneous dissolution and crosslinking of 

PVA smoothened the surface of wool fibers by clogging the cuticle cells layers on the 

fiber surfaces. On the other hand, when observing flax and cotton samples, the borax-

water solutions penetrated inside the yarn structure. Comparing wool, flax and cotton 

samples, hydrogels were mostly collected on the junctions of wool yarns, but the 

hydrogels penetrated inside of flax and cotton yarns among their fibers due to low amount 

of wax (as compared with wool fiber) in their physical surface composition. 

 
Figure 4.16.SEM images aqueous borax treated PVA/W, PVA/C and PVA/F fabrics after 

hydrogel matrix formation 
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4.3.3. Chemical analysis of cotton, flax and wool fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composites  

 

Chemical investigation of fabric reinforced hydrogel composites with different 

concentrations of aqueous borax treatment, and their neat fabric counterparts were 

examined with FTIR spectra and given in Figure 4.17 (A1, A2) for Cotton based, Figure 

4.17 (B1, B2) for flax based, and Figure 4.17 (C1, C2) for wool based. For the better 

comparison and investigation, neat cotton, neat flax and neat wool yarns also treated with 

the same solution and analyzed with FTIR as shown in the same figures. All the FTIR 

measurement were conducted with the dried samples. FTIR spectra for PVA/C fabric 

before and after aqueous borax treatment were presented in Figure 4.17 (A1). The peak 

at 2930 cm-1 could be assigned to C-H stretching of CH2 group (Lu et al.2017). A broad 

band showing up between 3033 and 3606 cm-1 with a maximum peak point around 3295 

cm-1 belonged to O-H stretching vibration from the hydroxyl groups in PVA and cotton 

(Al-Emam et al.2019). Decrease of this peak could be attributed to formation of hydrogel 

structure. The new peak detected at 667 cm-1 with addition to borax to the structure could 

be attributed to stretching vibration B-O-B bond in the borate network (Huang et al.2019). 

The peak at 1083 cm-1 assigned to the C–O in stretching mode for PVA (Lu et al.2017). 

But no significant effect of aqueous borax on cotton yarns was observed (Figure 4.17 

(A2)). FTIR spectra of PVA/F fabrics and neat flax yarns before and after aqueous borax 

treatment were demonstrated in Figure 4.17 (B1) and (4.17 B2) respectively. The FT-IR 

spectra of yarn treated spectra (Figure 4.17 (B1) revealed that there is no significant 

change after borax treatment, so the changes on borax treated PVA/F sample (Figure 4.17 

(B1)) could be attributed to changes on PVA molecules as in PVA/C sample.  FTIR 

spectra of PVA/W fabrics and neat wool yarns before and after aqueous borax treatment 

were shown in Figure 4.17 (C1) and (C2) respectively. A distinct broad parabolic OH 

peak is seen at aqueous borax treated PVA/W around between 3012 and 3655 cm-1 

comparing the neat PVA/W fabric. This is another evidence to formation of PVA based 

hydrogel structure. As cotton and flax yarn samples, no significant change was not 

observed at aqueous borax treated neat wool yarns at the applied condition.  
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Figure 4.17. FTIR spectra of aqueous borax treated (A1) PVA/C fabrics, (A2) cotton 

yarn only, (B1)PVA/F fabrics, (B2) flax yarn only, (C1) PVA/W fabrics and (C2) wool 

yarn only. Treated with different w/v% of borax/water solutions ((A1, B1, C1): (a) 

without treatment, (b) 0.5, (c) 1.0, (d) 1.5 and (e) 2.0), ((A2, B2, C2): (a) without 

treatment, (b) 0,1 , (c) 0.5 , (d) 1 , (e) 1.5, (f) 2.0) 
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4.3.4. Thermal analysis of cotton, flax and wool fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composites   

 

Thermogravimetric analysis of neat PVA/C fabric, neat PVA/F fabric, neat PVA/W 

fabric, and their aqueous borax treated counterparts, so-called fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composites, in dried form were performed under nitrogen atmosphere, and the results are 

shown in Figure 4.18 and Table 4.1. Main water loss of all hydrogel composite samples 

occurred up to 100 oC. The amount of water loss for all sample groups increased after 

gelation process compared to their neat counterparts. Water loss for cotton samples up to 

100 oC being higher than flax and wool samples revealed that cotton reinforced hydrogel 

sample takes more time for fully drying, see Figure 4.18 (A). Treating the neat samples 

with aqueous borax even at low concentration, reduced thermal stability a little bit at all 

samples. Increasing the amount of borax concentration after 0.5 w/v % didn’t change the 

degradation temperatures significantly at PVA/F samples as seen in Figure 4.18 (B). This 

difference is even smaller at PVA/W hydrogel composite samples as seen in Figure 4.18 

(C). For PVA/C samples, the amount of water loss with respect to borax content is 

gradually increased due to the percentage of borax concentration as seen in Figure 4.18 

(A,(a) to (e)). The untreated PVA/C neat fabric started to degrade thermally at 

temperatures of 301 to 469oC, whereas the borax-water treated samples started thermal 

degrade mainly between 271 and 498 o C for 0.5 w/v % borax-water concentration and 

between 293 and 485 o C for 1.0 w/v %. For the concentration of 1.5 w/v % and 2.0 w/v 

% borax-water solutions, thermal degradation was observed at the temperature range 

between 281 and 492oC and between 293 and 485oC respectively. When PVA/C fabrics 

were treated with borax-water solution having a concentration between 0.5 and 2.0% w/v, 

hemicellulose degradation started at temperature of 280oC  ,while the cellulose structure 

was degraded at temperature of 490oC and lignin started to decompose at a temperature 

of 795oC (Yang et al.2007) . Residual contents were 15 wt. % for untreated PVA/C fabric 

sample and 14, 24, 20, 23 wt. % for 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 w/v % borax-water treated samples 

respectively (Figure 4.18 (A). Inspecting Figure 4.18 (B), the untreated PVA/F neat fabric 

mainly thermally degraded at the temperature between 286 and 472oC, whereas the borax-

water treated samples’ thermal degradation occurred mainly between 248 and 493 oC for 

0.5 w/v % borax-water concentration and between 273 and 470 oC for 1.0 w/v%.  
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For the concentration of 1.5 w/v% and 2.0 w/v% borax-water solutions, thermal 

degradation was observed at the temperature range between 274 and 473oC and between 

274 and 484oC respectively. Like PVA/C fabrics, the PVA/C fabrics have the same 

fashion because of their similar structural properties. Residual contents after TGA 

measurements were 11 wt. % for untreated PVA/F fabric sample and 23, 25, 33, 23 wt. 

%, and for 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 w/v % borax/water treated samples sequentially (Figure 

4.18(B)). In Figure 4.18 (C), the untreated neat PVA/W fabric thermally degraded at the 

temperatures between 263 and 480oC, whereas the borax-water treated samples’ thermal 

degradation occurred mainly between 244 and 481oC for 0.5 w/v % borax-water 

concentration and between 249 and 488 oC for 1.0 w/v%. For the concentration of 1.5 and 

2.0 w/v% borax-water solutions, thermal degradation was observed at the temperature 

between 240 and 466 oC and between 251 and 484 oC respectively. Residual contents 

were 15 w/v% for untreated PVA/W fabric sample and 21, 21, 22, 26 wt. % for 0.5, 1.0, 

1.5, 2.0 w/v % borax/water treated samples sequentially (Figure 4.18 (C)).  

 

 
Figure 4.18. TGA plots of (A) PVA/C, (B) PVA/F and (C) PVA/W fabrics treated in 

different w/v% of borax/water solutions: (a) neat fabrics, (b) 0.5, (c) 1.0, (d) 1.5 and (e) 

2.0 
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Table 4.1. Data points obtained from TGA plots of PVA/C, PVA/F and PVA/W fabrics 

treated in different w/v % of borax/water solutions 

 

 

4.3.5. Mechanical analysis of cotton, flax and wool fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composites due to cross linker and water contents 

 

Mechanical properties of the cotton, flax and wool woven fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composites at both warp and weft direction were investigated via force-elongation curves 

due to cross linker borax content, and the plots were demonstrated in Figure 4.19 (Cotton), 

Figure 4.20 (Flax), and Figure 4.21 (Wool). When the cotton samples were examined, the 

maximum applied force of the wetted (with just water) neat PVA/C fabric was measured 

as 227 N at warp direction while the maximum applied force of the wetted neat PVA/C 

fabric was measured as 223 N at weft direction.  

 

As seen from the Figure 4.19 (a), the breaking force of the hydrogel composite in the 

warp direction was 162 N when the neat fabric was treated with 0.5 %w/v of borax-water 

solution, and it was decreased further to 100 N when the borax-water concentration was 

changed to 1.0 % w/v, due to the crosslinking of PVA in the PVA/C blend woven 

structure.  
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Inter and intra friction developed with in   the cotton based woven hydrogel structure 

could be decreased. The breaking force was increased from 225 to 262 N by changing the 

borax-water concentration from 1.5 to 2.0 w/v % in the warp direction. Due to the 

formation of more stable hydrogels within and between the yarns, inter and intra friction 

of yarns were developed and enhanced the mechanical performance of PVA/C with 

borax-water treatment. Since the composites were tested in wet form, elongation at the 

break is higher in this study comparing with our previous study at warp direction (Koc et 

al.2019a). Additionally, breaking strength increase with increasing borax concentration 

in the treatment solution at wet samples in this study, but breaking point decreased at 

dried composites except initial increase of borax concentration in the previous study (Koc 

et al.2019a). In another study, it was also confirmed that breaking strength gradually 

increased when the hydrogel composite released its water content (Koc et al.2020a). On 

the other hand, as seen in Figure 4.19 (B) the breaking force in the weft direction was 108 

N when the treatment concentration was 0.5 w/v %. Likewise, the force was gradually 

decreased from 96 to 84 N when the concentration of borax-water was changed from 1.0 

to 1.5 w/v%. The breaking force was 162 N when the aqueous borax treatment 

concentration was 2.0 w/v%.   

 
Figure 4.19.Tensile properties of cotton fabric reinforced hydrogel composites ((A) warp 

and (B) weft directions) after held in water for 15 min: Treatment with different w/v % 

of borax/water solutions ((a) 0.5, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.5, (d) 2.0) 

 

                           

Observing the mechanical performance of flax sample, the maximum applied force of the 

wetted (with just water) neat PVA/F fabric was measured as 115 N in the warp direction. 
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While, the maximum applied force of the wet neat PVA/F fabric was measured as 95 N 

in the weft direction. Mechanical properties of wet woven flax-reinforced hydrogel 

composite were demonstrated in Figure 4.20 (A) at warp direction and in Figure 4.20 (B) 

weft direction. The breaking force in warp direction was increased from 157 to 239 N 

proportional with the increasing of borax-water treatment concentration from 0.5 to 1.0 

% w/v whereas it was gradually decreased from 105 to 101 N, when the concentration 

borax-water is changed from 1.5 to 2.0 % w/v in the warp direction respectively. As seen 

from Figure 4.20 B, the breaking forces in the weft direction were 132 N (0.5 w/v %), 88 

N (1.0 w/v %), 99 N (1.5 w/v %), 82 N (2.0 w/v %), respectively.     

 
Figure 4.20. Tensile properties of flax fabric reinforced hydrogel composites ((A) warp 

and (B) weft directions) after held in water for 15 min: Treatment with different w/v % 

of borax/water solutions ((a) 0.5, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.5, (d) 2.0) 

 

When the mechanical performance of the wool samples were examined, the maximum 

applied force of the wetted (just water) neat PVA/W fabric was measured as 284 N at 

warp direction while the maximum applied force of the wet neat PVA/W fabric was 85 

N at weft direction. The physic mechanical property of PVA/W fabric was influenced by 

aqueous borax treatment. 

 

The mechanical properties of wool fabric reinforced hydrogel composites have been 

investigated due to concentration of the cross linker treatment by using the force 

elongation plots in the warp (Figure 4.21 (A)) and the weft (Figure 4.21 (B)) directions. 

The breaking force in the warp direction was increased from 290 to 320 N when the used 

borax-water concentration was increased from 0.5 to 1.5 w/v%, whereas, when the 
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concentration of borax-water was 2.0 w/v%, the force decreased to 313.42 N in warp 

direction. When the amount of borax concentration was increased it enhanced the 

crosslinked chains and reduced crystallized PVA chains, this would reduce mechanical 

performance of the hydrogel composite (Han et al.2014). As seen from Figure 4.21 (B), 

the breaking forces in the weft direction were 83 N (0.5 w/v %), 85 N (1.0 w/v %), 92 N 

(1.5 w/v %), 98 N (2.0 w/v %), respectively. 

 
Figure 4.21. Tensile properties of wool fabric reinforced hydrogel composites ((A) warp 

and (B) weft directions) after held in water for 15 min: Treatment with different w/v % 

of borax/water solutions ((a) 0.5, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.5, (d) 2.0) 

 

 

4.4. Regenerated cellulose woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composite4 

 

4.4.1. Morphology analysis of viscose ring, viscose open end and viscose continue 

filament fabric reinforced hydrogel composites  

 

Morphological observations with SEM imaging were analyzed to carry out the interaction 

between the hydrogel matrix and yarns in the fabrics as reinforcement. The penetration 

of borax-water solutions into fabric structures varied depending on the manufacturing 

technique of the reinforced fabric structures. The images taken from the SEM were shown 

in Figure 4.22a and 4.22b; the interaction between hydrogel matrix and yarns in the 

                                                 
4 This subsection is based on the paper “Koc, U., Aykut, Y., Eren, R. 2020. Regenerated cellulose woven 

fabric reinforced hydrogel composite. The paper prepared from the research of the section was submitted 

to The Journal of the Textile Institute and it is at the reviewing process.”  
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viscose filament fabrics as reinforcement can be observed more uniformly spread than 

that of the viscose ring.  

 

Due to the compact structure of viscose ring fabric, borax-water solutions could not 

penetrate inside part of ring-spun yarns (Nikolić et al.2003). 

 
Figure 4.22. SEM images of (a) viscose continue filament fabric and (b) viscose ring 

fabric reinforced hydrogel composites 

 

4.4.2. Chemical analysis of (viscose ring), (viscose OE) and viscose CF fabric 

reinforced hydrogel composites  

 

Viscose ring, viscose OE and viscose CF fabric reinforced hydrogel composite 

structures were treated with different concentrations of borax water solutions. And 

untreated and aqueous borax treated woven fabrics were characterized by FTIR, as 

shown in Figure 4.23a1 for viscose ring, Figure 4.23b1 for viscose OE, and Figure 4. 

23c1 for viscose CF.  

 

The observation made from Figure 4.23(a2, b2, c2) showed that the same borax 

solution did not chemically affect viscose ring (Figure 4.23 a2), viscose OE (Figure 

4.23 b2), and viscose CF (Figure 4.23 c2), yarns. FTIR spectra for PVA/viscose ring 

fabric untreated and aqueous borax treated were demonstrated in Figure 4.23 a1. All 

samples exhibited a broad band between 3100 and 3600 cm-1 corresponded to OH 

stretching vibration from hydroxyl groups in PVA and viscose ring (Abdulkhani et 

al.2013, Célino et al.2013). The peak seen at 2933 cm-1 in Figure 4.23 a1 belonged to 

C-H stretching vibration in CH2 groups (Koc et al.2020, Spoljaric et al.2014). The peak 
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at 1088 cm-1 assigned to the C-O in stretching mode for PVA (Koc et al.2019a, Taleb 

et al.2009) and this peak changed to 1103 cm-1 after the formation of hydrogel 

structure. The peak at 1420 cm-1 can be attributed to CH2 symmetric bending vibration 

(Dong et al.2020, Carrillo et al.2004). 

 

FTIR spectra of PVA/viscose OE fabrics and neat viscose OE yarns untreated and 

aqueous borax treated were demonstrated in Figure 4.23b1 and 4.23b2, respectively. The 

findings revealed that there is no significant interaction between aqueous borax and 

viscose OE yarns structure as seen in (Figure 4.23b2) Result obtained from borax treated 

PVA/viscose OE samples in Figure 4.23b1 showed a similar trend with changes on PVA 

molecules as in PVA/viscose ring sample. PVA/viscose CF fabrics and viscose CF yarns, 

which were borax water treated and untreated, were analyzed by FTIR spectra as observed 

in Figure 4.23c1 and 4.23c2, respectively. The OH peak was observed between 3100 and 

3550 cm-1 (Alhosseini et al.2012, Awada and Daneault 2015) for borax treated 

PVA/viscose CF fabric.  

 

Overall results revealed that borax treated samples transformed PVA molecules into 

crosslinked hydrogel structure, but borax-water solutions did not affect regenerated 

cellulose fibers. 
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Figure 4.23. FTIR spectra of aqueous borax treated (a1) PVA/viscose ring fabrics, (a2) 

viscose ring yarn only, (b1) PVA/viscose OE fabrics, (b2) viscose OE yarn only, (c1) 

PVA/viscose CF fabrics and (c2) viscose CF yarn only. Treated with different w/v% of 

borax/water solutions ((a1, b1, c1): without treatment (neat), 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, ((a2, 

b2, c2):  without treatment (neat), 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 

 

4.4.3. Thermal analysis of viscose ring, viscose open end and viscose continue 

filament fabric reinforced hydrogel composites   

 

Thermogravimetric analysis of neat PVA/viscose ring fabric, neat PVA/viscose CF fabric 

and their aqueous borax treated fabrics so-called fabric reinforced hydrogel composites, 
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were performed under nitrogen atmosphere. The tests were was conducted in dried 

samples forms, and the results are shown in Figure 4.24.  

 

The quantity of moisture loss of specimens raised after the formation of gelation 

compared to raw materials. Water loss for neat PVA/viscose CF samples up to 100oC 

became higher than the neat PVA/viscose ring shown in Figure 4.24a. Treating the neat 

samples with aqueous borax with the solutions of minimum concentration might reduce 

the thermal stability of the sample. Increasing the amount of borax concentration after 0.5 

w/v % did not have a noticeable influence on the thermal stability of PVA/viscose ring 

samples, as seen in Figure 4.24a. But thermal stability of PVA/viscose CF fabric was 

changed after 1.5 w/v % borax concentration, as seen in Figure 4.24b. The borax-water 

treated PVA/viscose CF and PVA/viscose ring samples demonstrated slower weight loss 

between 400 and 500 oC because of the crosslinking of PVA and aromatization 

(Venkateswaran et al.1990, Wang et al.2014). 

 

The quantity of moisture loss in viscose R fabrics with respect to amount of used borax 

contents was improved shown   in Figure 4.24a. The untreated PVA/viscose R neat fabric 

started to degrade thermally at temperatures of 283 to 472 oC, while the borax-water 

treated samples started to thermally degrade mainly between 273 and 481 oC for 0.5 w/v 

% borax-water concentration. In the same manner, for 1.0 w/v % borax water 

concentration the thermal degradation happened between 273 and 479 oC. For the 

concentration of 1.5 w/v % and 2.0 w/v % borax-water solutions, thermal degradation 

was observed at the temperature range between 254 and 497 oC and between 255 and 466 

oC, respectively (Lee et al.2015). Residual contents were 17 wt. % for untreated 

PVA/viscose ring fabric sample and 17, 22, 24, 25 wt. % for 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 w/v% borax-

water treated samples respectively (Figure 4.24a).  

 

As observed in Figure 4.24b, the untreated PVA/viscose CF neat fabric mainly thermally 

degraded at the temperature between 287 and 481oC, whereas the 0.5 w/v % of borax-

water treated samples thermally degraded between 258 and 489 oC. For 1.0 w/v% of borax 

water concentration treated PVA/viscose CF fabric thermally degraded in between 273 

and 451 oC. 
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Likewise, for the concentration of 1.5 w/v% and 2.0 w/v% borax-water solutions, thermal 

degradation was observed at the temperature range between 273 and 476 oC and between 

273 and 464 oC, respectively (Lee et al.2015).Residual contents after TGA measurements 

were 10 wt. % for untreated PVA/viscose CF fabric sample and 19, 25, 26, 26 wt. % for 

0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 w/v % borax/water treated samples respectively (Figure 4.24b). 

 

Figure 4.24. TGA curves of (a) PVA/viscose ring fabric treated in different wt. % of 

borax-water solutions: neat PVA/Viscose ring fabric, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0; (b) 

PVA/viscose CF fabric treated in different wt. % of borax-water solutions: neat 

PVA/viscose CF fabric, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 

 

4.4.4. Effect of the cross-linker and water contents on mechanical properties of 

viscose ring, viscose OE and viscose CF fabric reinforced hydrogel composites  

 

Mechanical analysis of the viscose ring, viscose OE and viscose CF woven fabric 

reinforced hydrogel composites were examined due to content of borax solubility in water 

by measuring force-elongation plots in the warp direction (Figure 4.25a (viscose ring), 

Figure 4.26a (viscose OE) and Figure 4.27a (viscose CF)) and weft direction (Figure 

4.25b (viscose ring), Figure 4.26b (viscose OE) and Figure 4.27b (viscose CF)). 

When the mechanical performance of viscose ring samples was investigated, the breaking 

force of the wetted (just water) neat PVA/viscose ring in the warp and weft directions 

were 205 and 103 N, respectively. As shown from Figure 4.25a, when the borax-water 

concentration was increased from 0.5 w/v to 1.0 w/v, the breaking force of the hydrogel 

composite in the warp direction decreased from 258 to 218 N. 
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The breaking force for the 1.5 to 2.0 w/v % borax-water concentration in the warp 

direction was 243 to 225 N, sequentially. As described previously we obtain that 

decreasing mechanical properties of samples was related to the crystallization of PVA 

chain (Koc et al.2019a). As seen from Figure 4.25b, the breaking forces in the weft 

direction were 112 N (0.5 w/v %), 109 N (1.0 w/v %), 120 N (1.5 w/v %), 144 N (2.0 w/v 

%), respectively. 

 
Figure 4.25. Tensile properties of Viscose R fabric reinforced hydrogel composites ((a) 

warp and (b) weft directions) after held in water for 15 min: Treatment with different w/v 

% of borax/water solutions (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0) 

 

When the results of viscose OE samples were evaluated, the maximum applied force of 

the wetted neat PVA/viscose OE fabric was measured as 202 N at warp direction. In 

contrast, the maximum applied force of the wetted neat PVA/viscose OE fabric was 93 N 

at weft direction. The mechanical properties of aqueous borax treated viscose OE fabric 

reinforced hydrogel composites were demonstrated in the warp direction (Figure 4.26a) 

and the weft direction (Figure 4.26b). While the breaking force in the warp direction was 

increased from 245 to 318 N when the used borax-water concentration was increased 

from 0.5 to 1.5 w/v %. Then the breaking force decreased to 292 N in warp direction 

when the concentration of borax-water was 2.0 w/v %.As seen from Figure 4.26b, the 

breaking forces in weft direction were 65N (0.5 w/v %), 95N (1.0 w/v %), 94N (1.5 w/v 

%), 73N (2.0 w/v %), respectively. 
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Figure 4.26. Tensile properties of viscose OE fabric reinforced hydrogel composites ((a) 

warp and (b) weft directions) after held in water for 15 min: Treatment with different w/v 

% of borax/water solutions (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0) 

 

According to the description of mechanical performance of viscose continue filament 

sample, the maximum applied force of the wetted neat PVA/viscose CF fabric was 271 

N in the warp direction while the maximum used force of the wetted neat PVA/viscose 

CF fabric was 80 N in the weft direction. The mechanical properties of viscose CF fabric 

reinforced hydrogel composites have been indicated depending on the concentration of 

borax treatment by measuring force-elongation plots in the warp direction (Figure 4.27a) 

and the weft direction (Figure 4.27b) .It was increased from 333 to 380 N when the 

concentration of borax-water increased from 1.5 to 2.0 w/v%. As seen from Figure 4.27b, 

the breaking forces in the weft direction were 93 N (0.5 w/v %), 85 N (1.0 w/v %), 93 N 

(1.5 w/v %), 92 N (2.0 w/v %), respectively. 

 

 
Figure 4.27. Tensile properties of viscose CF fabric reinforced hydrogel composites ((a) 

warp and (b) weft directions) after held in water for 15 min: Treatment with different w/v 

% of borax/water solutions (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0) 
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The mechanical properties of yarns as well as their fabrics were significantly affected by 

different fiber and yarn properties such as fiber length, variation and distribution, twist, 

yarn manufacturing mechanism (technology) and fiber strength. Moreover, the 

arrangement of filament fibers in the yarns structure has valuable influence on the overall 

mechanical performance of yarns and fabrics (Jahan 2017).The inter and intra friction 

developed in the yarn structures affect both physical and mechanical properties of yarns 

as well as their fabrics. Longer staple natural as well as synthetic fibers give higher 

strength to the yarn than short fibers. Likewise for a single spun yarn, increases in the 

twist gives a higher strength up to a certain limit (Morton and Hearle 2008). 

 

All in all, fabric reinforced hydrogel composites made from PVA/viscose CF gave better 

mechanical performance than its viscose ring and viscose OE counterparts due to the 

length of fiber (staple or filament). According to the length of fiber, fiber was influenced 

by water absorption (Chung and Kim 2016). Absorption of water can lead to transverse 

and axial directions swelling of fibers. At the same time, porosity of woven fabrics was 

blocked after swelling of fibers and so fibers swelling reduced water permeability 

(Morton and Hearle 2008). 

 

Therefore, swelling is an important component in the woven fabrics and plays a vital role 

for mechanical performance of fabric reinforced hydrogel composite. Woven fabrics 

made from PVA/viscose R, PVA/viscose OE, PVA/viscose CF were swollen with 

aqueous borax treatment after changing of the yarn from PVA to hydrogel structure that 

resulted in some shrinkage of fabrics and enhancing yarn crimp because of crosslinking 

process and swelling.  

 

The mechanical performance of fabric reinforced hydrogel composite has been negatively 

affected by the shrinkage of fabrics. The shrinkage of wetted (with just water) viscose 

fabrics depend on swelling of fibers, the residual moisture content in the fabrics and type 

of fabric (staple or filament). Shrinkage of filament viscose fabric was lower than staple 

viscose fabric after water treatment (Chung and Kim 2016). In this context, the results 

show that viscose CF based hydrogel composites had better mechanical performance than 

viscose ring and viscose OE hydrogel composites  
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4.4.5.SPSS Analysis 

 

There is a high level positive and significant relationship between borax-water 

concentration and breaking force at the breaking points of regenerated cellulose (viscose 

ring ,viscose OE ,viscose CF ) woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composites in the warp 

direction (r =0.89; r =0.89; r =0.89, p <0.05). According to this, it can be said that as the 

borax-water concentration increased, breaking force at the breaking points of regenerated 

cellulose woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composites in the warp direction increased. 

Considering the determination coefficient (r2 = 0.79), it can be interpreted that 79% of the 

total variance (variability) in breaking force at the breaking points of regenerated 

cellulose was due to borax-water concentration. 

 

There was no significant relationship between borax-water concentration and breaking 

force at the breaking points of regenerated cellulose (viscose ring, viscose OE, viscose 

CF) woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composites in weft direction (r =0.82; r = -0.12; r 

=0.65, p>0.05). Accordingly, it can be said that it did not matter if borax-water 

concentration increased or decreased, it was not related to breaking force at the breaking 

points of regenerated cellulose woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composites in weft 

direction. Viscose ring, viscose OE, viscose CF yarns resisted against breaking when the 

measurements were carried out in the warp direction, while PVA and hybrid yarns 

resisted against breaking when the measurements were carried out in the weft direction. 

Therefore, PVA yarns changed to hydrogel structure after gelation process, mechanical 

properties reduced in weft direction (Koc et al.2020a). 
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4.5. Hydrogel Composite Yarn Prepared From Polyvinyl Alcohol/Cotton Hybrid 

Yarn5 

 

4.5.1. Concept study of the hydrogel composite yarn 

 

First of all, single hybrid yarn was prepared from two PVA and one Co yarn by twisting 

them together (Figure 4.28 A), then the hybrid yarn was dipped in the prepared aqueous 

borax solution. After aqueous borax treatment, PVA yarns transformed into hydrogel yarn 

in the structure by swelling a little bit, but cotton yarns protected their yarn structures. 

Cotton yarn was slightly crimped with aqueous borax treatment after the transformation 

of the yarn from PVA to hydrogel structure that caused some shrinkage due to 

crosslinking process (Figure 4.28 B and 4.28 C). Hydrogel and cotton yarn phases could 

be easily distinguished from each other (Figure 4.28 D). As seen from the images, when 

a force is applied to the hydrogel composite yarn, first hydrogel phase will be mostly 

subjected to the force. The crimped form of the cotton yarn will not properly reinforce in 

the hydrogel phase because continuous force with the elongation will open the crimping 

first.  

 
Figure 4.28. Photograph images of (A) PVA/Cotton hybrid yarn, (B, C and D) cotton 

yarn reinforced hydrogel composite yarn 

 

                                                 
5 This subsection is based on the conference paper “Koc, U., Eren, R., Aykut, Y.2019.Hydrogel Composite 

Yarn Prepared From Polyvinyl Alcohol/Cotton Hybrid Yarn. 17th National 3rd International the Recent 

Progress Symposium on Textile Technology and Chemistry, 20-22 November, 2019, Bursa, Turkey.” 
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4.5.2. Chemical analysis of hydrogel composite yarns 

 

The broad peak between 3000-3500 cm-1 corresponds to –OH stretching and its intensity 

dramatically decreases after hydrogel production from PVA because of crosslinking of 

PVA molecules via borax and hydroxyl groups (Spoljaric et al.2014). It is the main 

evidence to express the consumption of OH groups on PVA molecules and the formation 

of hydrogel from PVA. Peak at 663 at hydrogel can be attributed to stretching vibrations 

of O-B-O bonds coming from the added borax (Spoljaric et al.2014). 

 
Figure 4.29.  ATR-FTIR spectra of PVA yarns and their aqueous borax treated then dried 

analogs 

 

4.5.3. Thermal analysis of hydrogel composite yarns 

 

PVA yarns exhibited a glass transition temperature at 70.9 oC, and it shifted to 75.3 oC at 

hydrogel sample since borax crosslinked the PVA molecules in the amorphous region and 

limited the molecular motion and caused the enhancement of glass transition temperature 

(Lim et al.2015). Melting temperature of PVA yarns were detected at 200.9 oC. This 

temperature was detected at 201.9 oC for hydrogel sample corresponding to PVA based 

crystalline domains in the sample (Lim et al.2015). 
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In order to observe thermal stability, TGA measurements were carried out in air 

atmosphere, and the results were demonstrated in Figure 4.30 B. Even though thermal 

weight loss started at low temperatures for hydrogel sample, sharp and distinct 

decompositional weight loss occurred at high temperature.  

 

Thermogravimetric analysis revealed that the structure became thermally more stable 

after forming crosslinked structure. PVA yarn sample was almost consumed until 700 oC, 

but about 20 wt. % residual material was observed after the test for hydrogel sample even 

the temperature reached to 850 oC.  This residual was the products of borax compounds 

after thermal decomposition. 

 
Figure 4.30. Thermal analysis of PVA yarns and their aqueous borax treated and dried 

analogs: (A) DSC and (B) TGA plots  

 

4.5.4. Mechanical analysis of hydrogel composite yarns 

 

Mechanical properties of the PVA, cotton (Co) and hybrid yarns before and after aqueous 

borax treatment were investigated by examining tensile strength measurements. Tensile 

test results were given in Figure 4.31. As seen, PVA and cotton yarns break after almost 

a linear increase of the force with elongation, but PVA/Co hybrid yarn was broken after 

a zigzag type of increase. Breaking strength of the yarns were 7.05, 5.03 and 5.09 N for 

dry PVA, cotton and PVA/Co hybrid yarns respectively. When the yarns were wetted 

with water, PVA yarn was completely dissolved and the breaking strength of wet cotton 

and PVA/Co yarns was measured as 5.55 and 6.42 N.  When PVA/Co yarn was treated 
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with aqueous borax solution, a yield point was observed around 2.73 N and the materials 

was totally broken at 4.68 N. The yielding point was related to breaking of the hydrogel 

part. After hydrogel part was broken, force didn’t increase obviously with continuous 

increase of elongation.  

 

The materials was elongated gradually as a result of the opening of the crimped structure 

of cotton yarn formed after aqueous borax treatment of PVA/Co hybrid yarn. Breaking 

strength of aqueous borax treated cotton yarn was obtained as 4.40 N which was quite 

lower compared to the wetted cotton yarn.  

 
Figure 4.31. Tensile strength measurement of neat, water and aqueous borax treated yarns    
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5. CONCLUSION  

 

This thesis is composed of articles, each of them presents scientific argument to enhance 

the mechanical performance of textile reinforced hydrogel composites for hydrogel 

applications. The results produced in this thesis can be summarized as follows; 

 

Firstly, cotton (Co) yarn-reinforced hydrogel composites were prepared from previously 

produced PVA/Co fabrics by simultaneous dissolution and cross-linking of PVA with 

borax/water solution. With increasing borax concentration up to 1wt.%, water 

evaporation rate decreased, then increased with continuously increasing borax 

concentration. Breaking force of PVA/Co fabric in the warp and weft directions were 

measured as 212,7 and 1055,9 N, respectively. Breaking force tremendously increased 

when water content decreased in the samples at both warp and weft directions. During 

the drying process, there was a geometrical increase in the breaking force after warp 

direction sample released 90% of its water content. The geometrical increase started for 

the weft direction sample after it released 60% of its water content. Breaking force in the 

warp direction was 26,8 N when the hydrogel composite contained 90% of water and 

increased to 366,3 N when it was fully dried. Breaking force at weft direction was 1,22 

N when the hydrogel composite contained 90% of water and increased to 225,9 N when 

it was fully dried. Because hydrogels also formed among the Co fibers inside Co yarns in 

the hydrogel composite, Co fibers have been moved away from each other and Co yarn 

resembled a roving. As a result, friction between Co fibers was reduced and fibers could 

slide easily in the hydrogel and therefore mechanical properties dramatically decreased 

with increasing water content in hydrogel composite at warp direction. Maximum 

breaking force at both warp and weft directions were observed at dried hydrogel 

composites since hydrogel turned to a brittle rigid structure in the dry form (Koc et 

al.2020a). 

 

Secondly, cotton/polyvinyl alcohol-woven fabric-based hydrogel composite structures 

were successfully obtained by treating as-produced woven fabrics with aqueous borax 

and GA solutions. PVA yarns were directly transformed to hydrogel matrix structure 

when the crosslinker solutions were poured on the fabrics. The composite structure 
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became thermally more stable when borax was used as crosslinker comparing to GA 

treated samples. Force-elongation tests were performed to investigate the effect 

crosslinker and water content in the hydrogel composite structures on mechanical 

properties. Maximum applied force to failure decreased by increasing crosslinker content 

for both borax and GA treated samples. Increasing water content in the structure 

extensively decreased the breaking strength of the hydrogel composite. The high strength 

hydrogel composites could be used as hygroscopic materials for planting and erosion 

control at inclined terrains (Koc et al.2019a). 

 

Third, natural fiber woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composite formation and the 

suitability of three different natural fibers for reinforcement were investigated. Woven 

fabrics were produced by mixing PVA yarns with three types of natural fiber yarns, 

namely cotton, flax and wool. PVA fibers in the fabric structure were simultaneously 

dissolved and PVA molecules were crosslinked when treated with aqueous borax 

solution. However cotton, flax and wool fibers kept their position in the fabric structure. 

A natural fiber woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composite structure was obtained. FTIR 

result revealed that aqueous borax treatment properly converted PVA molecules into 

crosslinked hydrogel structure, but no significant chemical change was observed at neat 

fibers when the neat cotton, flax and wool yarns were treated with the same solution 

separately. When SEM images were analyzed even though PVA molecules could 

penetrate inside the flax and cotton yarns and completed their crosslinking processes 

among the fibers, the penetration didn’t happen inside the wool yarns and hydrogel 

structures were mostly seen at the yarn interlacing points and on the wool fabric surface. 

Penetration of hydrogel inside the cotton and flax yarns reduced the inter fiber friction 

and therefore the strength of fabric reinforced hydrogel composite compared to neat fabric 

strength with most of borax concentrations. But the strength of wool fabric reinforced 

hydrogel composite remained almost unaffected and stable with all borax concentrations.  

Overall result suggested that wool fabric reinforcement for PVA based hydrogel 

composites was better for mechanical performance comparing to cotton and flax fabric 

reinforcements and could be used as a natural reinforcing material to strengthen hydrogel 

composites.   
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Despite a serious strength reduction in the fabric reinforced hydrogels with cotton and 

flax fabric reinforcement compared to neat cotton and flax fabrics in wet state, the 

strength levels of cotton and flax fabric reinforced hydrogel composites are much higher 

than only hydrogel structures and could be sufficient for many applications (Koc et 

al.2020b).   

 

Fourth, the effects of different borax-water concentrations on regenerated cellulose fabric 

reinforced hydrogels, the suitability of regenerated cellulose yarn type as the 

reinforcement material and properties of regenerated cellulose woven fabric reinforced 

hydrogel composites have been studied by focusing on the mechanical, thermal, 

morphology and chemical properties and statistical analysis. The SEM micrographs 

showed that hydrogel structures spread on the surface of viscose ring fabrics due to 

compact structure of viscose ring yarns while it was seen at the inside of viscose CF yarns 

and interlacing points of viscose CF yarns. From the FTIR results, aqueous borax 

treatment changed PVA yarns into crosslinked hydrogel structure, whereas chemical 

reaction between borax-water solution and the regenerated cellulose did not occur. The 

results of breaking force at the breaking points of regenerated cellulose woven fabric 

reinforced hydrogel composites were evaluated according to Pearson’s correlation 

analysis by using SPPS 25 statistical program. The statistical analysis showed that there 

is a high level positive and significant relationship between borax-water concentration 

and breaking force at the breaking points of regenerated cellulose (viscose ring, viscose 

OE ,viscose CF ) woven fabric reinforced hydrogel composites in the warp direction. On 

the other hand, no significant was found between borax-water concentration and breaking 

force at the breaking points of regenerated cellulose woven fabric reinforced hydrogel 

composites in weft direction. According to the findings in our previous research, wool 

fabric reinforcement for PVA based hydrogel composites could improve the mechanical 

performance compared with cotton and flax reinforcements. The obtained results have 

shown that the mechanical properties of viscose CF based hydrogel composites have been 

significantly improved, compared to staple viscose OE and viscose ring counterparts. 
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In the final stage of the thesis, single cotton yarn reinforced hydrogel composite structure 

was investigated by aqueous borax crosslinker treatment of PVA/Co hybrid yarn at room 

temperature. When the hybrid yarn was dipped into crosslinker solution, PVA yarn in the 

hybrid yarn structure was transformed into hydrogel form via crosslinking of PVA chains 

with borax. Cotton yarn kept its structure by gaining some crimping and it carried a 

mission as reinforcement to hydrogel yarn in the structure. Visual images showed that a 

proper hydrogel composite yarn structure was formed. Chemical analyses supported the 

formation of crosslinking via OH groups of PVA molecules in the structure. Thermal 

stability increased after aqueous borax treatment. Tensile measurements demonstrated 

that after aqueous borax treatment cotton yarn leaded as a reinforcement to the hydrogel 

yarn (Koc et al.2019b). 
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